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STURTEVANT 
PLATE 1 

1. Dichaet male (5-bristled) 2. Extended female. 3. Wild-type female. 
(Drawings by Miss E. M. Wallace. ) 



ANANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF SELECTION.’ 

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY. 

The present paper describes a series of experiments aimed at de- 
termining the causes of the variability in bristle number observed in 
Dichet, a mutant race of Drosophila melanogaster (ampelophila). 
These experiments are discussed under several headings, as follows: 

(a) Selection of plus and of minus variants was carried out. Both 
plus and minus lines were obtained and were used in the further ex- 
periments. 

(b) A plus line and a minus line were crossed, and an increase in 
variability was observed in F;. 

(c) Linkage tests were made, and by this means it was demon- 
strated that modifying genes were present in the selected lines. 

(d) Evidence against the hypothesis of contamination of allelo- 
morphs was obtained. 

(e) This evidence, and that obtained by other investigators, is then 
utilized in a general discussion of the selection problem, and of the 
hypothesis of contamination of genes. The conclusions are drawn 
that selection is usually effective only in isolating genetic differences 
already present; and that genes are relatively stable, not being con- 
taminated in heterozygotes, and mutating only very rarely. 

DICHET. 

The mutant character known as Dichet was discovered by Dr. 
C. B. Bridges, July 3, 1915. In an experiment involving the sex- 
linked characters sable, forked, and cleft there appeared a single 
female that had wings extended and bent backwards near the base, 
like those of the mutant bent (Muller, 1914b). In addition it was 
observed that this female had only 2 dorso-central bristles, instead 
of the 4 usually present. When mated to a male having the mutant 
character eyeless, this female produced 48 normal offspring and 46 
“Dichet,” thus showing the character to be dominant. 

Bridges’s unpublished data show that the Dichzt gene is in the third 
chromosome, approximately 5 units to the left of pink. 

The data published by Muller (1916) give the locus as 9.7 from sepia 
(the locus farthest to the left of those as yet discovered), and 11.0 
from spineless, on the right. My own (unpublished) data give: 

Sepia Dichet, 208 = 14.9 p. ct. Dichzt spineless, 122 _ 13.1 p. ect. 
1369 931 

1] am indebted to Mr. J. W. Gowen for much advice and assistance in connection with the 
statistical treatment of the present problem. He has done a part of the actual calculations, 
but is not responsible for any arithmetical slips, as I have myself done all the checking. 
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4 AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF SELECTION. 

The averages, roughly weighted according to number of individuals, 
are: sepia Dichet, 13; Dichet spineless, 12. This agrees with the 
data of Bridges on the position of Dichet with reference to pink, since 
that locus is about 8 to the left of spineless. 

Bridges also found that homozygous Dichets are not produced. 
The gene, like that of the yellow mouse, acts as a lethal when homozy- 
gous. The result is that when Dichets are mated together they 
produce two heterozygous Dichets to one not-Dichet. This dis- 
covery has been verified by the experiments described in this paper, 
and by other experiments carried out by Muller and by the author. 

Tas_e 1. 

No. of bristles. 
vue Total. 

- 13)4]5] 6 

) 881 a 9 | 20 | 27 56 
882 1 | 23 | 29 | 30 83 
883 dy 9] 11] 11 31 
900 a; | B2 | 22) 18 67 

2715 ae 7115 3 25 

1 | 80 | 97 | 84 262 

Fras. 1 and 2.—Two types of bristle distribution 
in Dichwts—a “3” and a ‘'7.” Small post-alars are 2 and 7 bristles have also been ob- 
present in fig.2. These are never counted in the totals. served in unselected stocks. 

As shown in plate 1, fig. 1, the wings of Dichet flies are held out from 
the body and are bent back near the base. The number of dorso- 
central bristles (on the dorsum of the thorax) on the original female 
was 2 instead of 4, as is usually the case in the normal fly (plate 1, 
figs. 1 and 3). This has since been found to be a variable character. 

The number of dorso-centrals varies from 0 to 4, and sometimes 
one or more of the scutellars may be missing. In addition, the an- 
terior post-alars above and just behind the wing-base are reduced or 
absent. Plate 1, figure 1, and text-figures 1 and 2 show some common 
types. The work reported in this paper has consisted in selecting for a 
high and for a low total of scutellar and dorso-central bristles. Counts 
from five unselected cultures gave the results as shown in table 1. 

The normal flies occasionally show variations in bristle number, 
but these are much rarer than in the case of Dichet. MacDowell 
(1915) has given some data on the frequency of these variations, and 
has also reported on very extensive selection experiments with them 
(1915, 1917). These experiments will be referred to below. 

I have made bristle counts on a few unselected not-Dichet stocks, 
with the results shown in table 2. 

The normal flies have 8 dorso-central and scutellar bristles in most 
cases, while the Dichezts range from 1 to 8. But the 8-bristled Dichsets 
are still distinguishable from normals, even when their wings are not 
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unfolded enough so that they can be separated on that basis. This 
is because the anterior pair of dorso-centrals never, so far as I have 
observed, becomes as large as the corresponding pair in normal flies. 
The anterior post-alars are also reduced in 8-bristled Dichets. This 

TABLE 2, 

6 7 8 9 10 

Stock. Total. 

Pl[ar| Qtr] Fe ose oo oe OO ok 

Wild: 
Falmouth, Massachusetts.| 0} 0] O| 1] 186] 118/11] 2] O| O 318 
Berkeley, California...... 0; 0 0} O} 95] 104 0 0 Oo; 0 199 
Mitchell, South Dakota....| 0} 0| O| O| 226] 213/ 4] 1] 0} O 444 
Amity, Oregon........... 0 0 0 o| 59 51 1 1 0 0 112 
Sydney, Australia......... Oo} oO}; O|} O| 16] 21 o| 1 0; oO 38 

Pink band wsé6566 6 saeseue es 0 0 1 5 | 103 99 1 0 0 0 209 
BIGGS 2.2. s654 cpamaaceameacatumauees 0 0 0 0 26 38 0 0 0 0 64 
BbODY ss. s eitvaae ecw ness 0 0 0 0 80 92 0 0 0 0 172 
Blistered..............25205 0 0 0 O| 114 67 0 0 0 0 181 
WhitOncissacwoam esas waneees 0 0 0 0 74 77 2 0 0 0 153 

separability is a matter of some importance, since, because of the 
lethal effect of Dichet, any Dichet culture may produce normal 
flies. However, the spread wings can be and are used for the separa- 
tion in all but the rather rare instances of failure to expand properly. 

SEXUAL DIMORPHISM. 

Calculations show that there is a slight but significant sexual di- 
morphism in bristle number in the Dichet races. Random selection 
of plus and of minus selected cultures gave the totals shown in table 3. 

TABLE 3. 

Bristle number. 

Total. 

1/2 3 4 5 6 718 

Plus Q isc cela oe} anes 4 490 | 668 | 1,702 | 81 | 6] 2,951' 
Plus o’....}...]| 3 | 25 436 | 684 | 1,527 | 53 | 8 | 2,736 
Minus 9..|...| 5 | 17 | 1,517 | 712 424] 7]...| 2,682 
Minus o”..| 1 | 39 | 177 | 1,190 | 615 332 | 2]...| 2,356 

These distributions give the statistical constants shown in table 4. 
The first three columns show that there is a slight difference in the 

means, the females being higher in both cases. In the case of the plus 
series the difference is doubtfully significant; in the minus series it is 
larger and certainly significant. The last column gives the chance 
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that differences as great as those observed between the two distribu- 
tions are due to random sampling. These values were obtained by 
Pearson’s x? method (Pearson, 1911). This column makes it quite 
certain that there is a significant sexual dimorphism in both series, 

and also brings out again the fact that the dimorphism is greater in 
the minus series. 

TaBLe 4. 

Q Mean. o' Mean. Difference. P 

Plus..... 5.468+0.010 | 5.428+0.010 | 0.041+0.014 0.0001 
Minus...| 4.583 .010 | 4.436 .012 .147+ .016 . 0000000 + 

Because of the information given by this table it has seemed de- 
sirable to present the data for males and females separately. This 
has been done in the Appendix; but since the dimorphism is slight, 
the data have been lumped in the statistical treatment given in the 
body of the paper. The data in the Appendix make it possible to re- 
calculate the constants separately if it should seem desirable to do so. 

EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENT. 

In any selection experiment it is obviously very important to have 
some information regarding the influence of environmental conditions 
on the variable character used. If the observed variations in the 
character are largely due to environmental causes, it should be very 
difficult to accomplish much by selection; but if the environment 
plays little part in causing variability, selection should be very effective 
in isolating different types, and on the multiple-factor view variability 
should show a marked decrease after a few generations of inbreeding. 

In the case of Dichet, it has been observed that as cultures grow 
older the flies frequently have fewer bristles. In such cultures it is 
usually observed that the later flies are also smaller and that the food 
conditions in the bottle have become unfavorable. It is, therefore, 
essential in such experiments that conditions be made as nearly uni- 
form as practicable. 

The data in table 5 show that under ordinary conditions there is 
considerable environmental effect. Eight pairs from the regular series 

were transferred to second bottles, after staying the usual period in 
the first one. Offspring were thus obtained with identical pedigrees 
and differing only in that they were reared in separate bottles. No 
attempt has been made to make conditions different in the two bottles, 
which constitute a random sample of the conditions under which the 
experiments were carried out. Table 5 shows the results obtained. 
(The actual data are in the Appendix; the first three columns of the 
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table will enable the reader to find them.) The last three columns 
give the results of an application of the x? test to the data. The last 
column, headed P, gives the chance (1.0 representing certainty) that 
deviations from identity as great as those observed could have re- 
sulted from random sampling. It follows that in at least three cases 
(the fifth, sixth, and seventh) the results given by the two broods were 
significantly different. 

Taste 5.—First and Second Broods from Same Parents. 

Culture Nos. G ener- 

Series. Bene x? n' P 
First | Second ae 
brood. | brood. ARE 

1,907 15996 | 1382. os incste ones ee 4 3.74 | 3 | 0.16 
1,908 | 1,997 | 1002 rev........... 6 5.60 | 5 23 
1,912 1,998 | 1002............... 7 2.10 | 4 .55 
1,924 | 1,999 | 1002............... 7 6.05 | 5 .19 
2,074 2,140 OO 6s bead weeds ae 9 22.09 | 4 .0001 | ~ 
2,078 | 2,141 | Test of crossbr. plus.| 11 16.81 | 4 -001 
2,087 2,142 BO4, s4uee rn nedagee 11 19.80 | 5 -0005. 
2,475 | 2,518 | Test of 1002........ 118 5.22 |3| .075 

1F'\, and Fi7 were mass cultures in this case. 

There is one possible source of error in these data: It has been 
shown by Bridges (1915) that the amount of crossing over in the sec- 
ond chromosome of Drosophila varies with the age of the female. 
My own unpublished data show that this is also true for the third 
chromosome. In the present case, if the female parents of the flies 
observed were heterozygous for many modifying factors, such a 
change in linkage might result in the production of genetically differ- 
ent first and second broods. However, the female parents in these 
cultures were in every case from at least four generations of brother- 
sister inbreeding (see table 5, column 4)! and in the significant cases 
for 9 and 11 generations. It is therefore very unlikely that they were 
heterozygous for many modifying factors. The two broods from 
these females must, then, be of the same genetic constitution, and the 
differences between them can only be due to environmental causes. 
It follows that in the experiments recorded below a significant part 
of the variability is not genetic, but environmental. 

METHODS. 

With very few exceptions, the flies recorded in this paper were bred 
from pairs, and in pint milk bottles. The food used was ripe un- 
cooked banana, fermented in a stock yeast-culture for from 12 to 48 

1Three cases in which the female parents were hybrids have been discarded (see 2091-2143, 
3064-3116, 3066-3118 pairs in Appendix). 
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hours (usually about 24 hours). Paper toweling was added to absorb 

surplus moisture. 
The experiments were begun in New York City in February 1916, 

and were carried on there until the middle of June, when the material 
was moved to Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and continued there until 
the end of September. All these flies were kept at room temperature. 
The work was resumed in November, in New York, and continued 
until the middle of May 1917. During these last six months the 
flies were reared in a heated case that was regulated by a thermostat, 
so that the minimum temperature was about 24°, the maximum being 
about 26°, except when room temperature went a few degrees higher, 
as occasionally happened. It is to be noted that the constant-tempera- 
ture series run more evenly (see especially 1002 line), thus suggesting 
that temperature influences bristle number. 

In order that the data presented in the Appendix may be correlated 
with this information, if it seems desirable to do so, the following 
table is presented. Each culture received a serial number at the time 
the parents were mated, and these numbers run consecutively through- 
out all the author’s recent experiments (on other problems as well as 
selection). These serial numbers are recorded in the Appendix. 
Therefore, it is possible to fix approximately the date on which a cul- 
ture was made up, if we know the date on which a culture with a simi- 
lar number was made up. The dates of all cultures are noted on the 
record sheets, but it has seemed hardly necessary to present more than 
the following “landmarks.” 

TaBLe 6. 

Culture. Date. Culture. Date. Culture. Date. 

884 Feb. 3, 1916 1507 June 7, 1916 2389 Sept. 16, 1916 
1006 Mar. 24, 1916 1617 June 23, 1916 2423 Nov. 18, 1916 
1100 Apr. 16, 1916 1830 July 14, 1916 2601 Jan. 13, 1917 
1150 Apr. 22, 1916 2000 Aug. 1, 1916 2950 Mar. 17, 1917 
1301 May 15, 1916 2250 Aug. 28, 1916 3078 Apr. 15, 1917 
1401 May 28, 1916 

SELECTION. 

If the variations observed in the Dichet character are due to modi- 
fication of the Dichet gene itself, selection should be as effective in 
inbred stocks as in any other kinds. If multiple factors are responsible 
for the variations, the method of breeding should affect the result. 
If a stock is closely inbred while being selected, it will soon become 
fairly uniform, so that selection should be effective for only a com- 
paratively short time. But if a strain is subjected to some crossing 
it will become uniform more slowly, so that selection should be effective 
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longer. Moreover, there is a chance of combining more of the desired 
modifiers in the same individual when crossing is done, so that this 
method might produce more extreme results than the inbreeding 
method. However, each time a cross is made some of what has been 
gained may be hidden by dominants in the other stock; therefore 
progress might sometimes be slower. 

Accordingly, in these experiments parallel series have been carried 
on. In one set selection has been accompanied by continuous brother- 
sister matings; in the other, frequent crosses have been made between 
individuals more or less closely related. ‘The same method has been 
followed in both the plus and the minus selected lines. The four 
series will be considered in order: (1) inbred plus; (2) crossbred plus; 
(8) inbred minus; (4) crossbred minus. 

INBRED PLUS SERIES. 

Two main lines of this series have been carried on. A few cultures 
have been made from other sources, but none of these are sufficiently 
extensive so that we need follow their histories here. 

864 Linz. 

Culture 864, from which this line arose, was produced by a female 
, 

Lo 

pPs,ke*r, her from culture 847, and two males from 

the sepia, spineless, kidney, sooty, rough stock; 847 was the result of 
mating four peach, spineless, kidney, sooty, rough males from stock to a 

/ 

of the constitution 

To ‘ 
female of the constitution Ae This female TASER fe 

aay D 3 
was descended from the Dichxt, ebony, peach, | centrals. | Ofspring. 

spineless, kidney, sooty, rough, and other stocks. 
Her pedigree is not now traceable in detail. 

At the time culture 864 was counted, the scu- 
tellar bristles were not observed. The dorso- 
central bristles were recorded on 30 flies, as Total... 

shown in table 7. 
The 3 (almost certainly a 7, according to the system later adopted), 

a male, was mated to a 2 (6) female to produce culture 893. For the 

details of the remainder of the pedigree see Appendix. 
In the accompanying tables and curves the offspring of culture 

893, above, are considered F;. Table 8 gives the data for this line 

summarized by generations. In this and the following tables, n is 

the number of individuals in the generation, M is the mean bristle- 

number of the generation, o is the standard deviation, r is the parent- 

offspring correlation, and is recorded in the generation to which the 

offspring belong. Diff. M. is the mean bristle-number of the off- 

spring minus the mean bristlenumber of their parents, weighted 

wWNEO 

8 | ~ olreoon 
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according to number of offspring, and is also recorded in the offspring 
generation. In the calculation of 7, the parental grades are taken as 
the average grades of the two parents. When r is not given, it is not 
capable of calculation, for the reason that all parental pairs in that 
generation were of the same average grade. The correlation coeffi- 
cients given here are of doubtful significance, though many of them 
are several times their probable errors. These probable errors, like 

TaBLe 8.—864, Inbred Plus Line. 

Generation. n M o r Diff. M. 

A 3 earn 113 | 5.672+0.048 | 0.762+0.034 | .............. —0.828 
Fis neeak e403 121 | 5.331+ .049 (80425 5.035: || eeceas saan ae —1.179 
Baeitacdiewase 73 | 5.822 .031 §896 Es 1022 | iia mie bautgee as — .178 
Mei ronan mates 260 | 4.904+ .036 -868 .026 | ..........08.. —1.016 
Eg aeiace eat 149 | 5.228 .043 LSE: | OBO accra reeninatrrics — .772 
Figs iseeciteine 120 | 5.450+ .044 eMQOSF: OBL | ses cgwiesa ei actin, « — .550 
ae shegiade ses 510 | 5.190 .025 (B00 018) | as neneees serene — .810 
Pes aeiexnt 461 | 5.475= .023 .738+ .016 | +0.105+0.031 | — .514 
Wigs cs csoud ss 154 | 5.643 .034 -621+ .024 | + .002+ .054 | — .458 
Fio... 2.00. 159 | 4.956 .051 960+ .0386 | ............0. —1.044 
Bins Bi a teraisees 232 | 5.224+ .039 .867+ .027 | — .011= .044 | — .901 
Fr... ee... 624 | 5.272 .025 987+ .018 | oo... 2. eee — .728 
Bag icing winch 353 | 5.787 .024 667+ .017 | — .070= .036 | — .762 
Pde osgsenn 175 | 6.080 .026 506+ .018 | + .133+ .050 | — .300 

3,504 

REVERSED SELECTION. 

Bigitaete- Geese ae 33 | 5.152+0.102 | 0.869+0.072 | .............. +0.652 
Bis. sasdaasis 49 | 5.3274 .092 956+ .065 | .............. +1.329 
Pigiwansa ss 62 | 5.7104 .052 G06 08% | vicies sanicce es vow +1.710 

144 

others of their kind, are intended only to give the magnitude of the 
error likely to arise from the fact that one is dealing with a sample of 
limited size—the error of random sampling. But in the present case 
the correlation coefficient is intended to measure the similarity be- 
tween the somatic appearance and the genetic possibilities of the 
parent individuals. It is known that this similarity does not amount 
to identity, and that it may be modified in individual cases bv en- 
vironmental causes. Since in any given case we are dealing with a 
rather small number of parent individuals, but a large number of off- 
spring individuals, the selection of one or two parents whose somatic 
appearance differs widely from their genetic possibility will throw 
the resulting correlation coefficient far off; but the large number of 
offspring will keep the probable error down. If, instead of entering 
each offspring individual in the correlation table separately, we enter 
only the mean grade of the offspring of each parent pair, we get what 
is perhaps a more reasonable probable error. But this method fails 
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to weight the results from different parents according to the number 
(and therefore reliability) of their offspring. In the present case, 
also, it gives an extremely large probable error, and probably gives a 
less accurate value for the coefficient itself. The usual method has 
accordingly been followed, but little reliance is to be placed on the 
biological significance of the results obtained. Hence in the follow- 
ing discussion the correlation coefficients will be largely ignored. 

7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 14 

Fic. 3.—Means and standard deviations for 864 inbred plus line. The gener- 
ation number is given on the abscissa; bristle number on the ordinate. 
The dotted lines represent reverse selection. 

The values for M and o in the 864 line are plotted in figure 3. 
Selection has apparently affected this line hardly at all. This is per- 
haps because in the early generations so few individuals were bred 
from. Reversed selection (dotted line in curve) was ineffective in 
the eleventh to thirteenth generations, thus indicating again that at 
that stage at least the line was not capable of modification through 
selection.! 

1002 Ling. 

The second inbred plus line is descended from culture 1002. The 
, 

female in this culture was of the constitution aha. and the four 

males were from the peach, spineless, kidney, sooty, rough stock. 

1The fact that the signs of the differences between the means are reversed when selection is 
reversed is due simply to the fact that the parents selected are now below the mean of the line, 
instead of above it. The difference between the means, like the correlation coefficient, is of 
slight significance when the number of parent individuals is as small as in these experiments, and 
for the same reasons. 
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The female was from culture 916, which contained a sepia, spineless, 

kidney, sooty, rough male, and a female - This female was the 

offspring of a Dichet from stock and of a fly from culture 869 (q. v. 

below, in the pedigrees of 900 and crossbred minus lines). No bristle 

counts are available from culture 1002, except those of the pair (6X6) 

selected to produce culture 1072, the F, of this line. 

After this line had been inbred and selected for 11 generations, a 

pair of 7-bristled flies were taken from 2389, and their descendants were 

bred in mass cultures, unselected Dichets being mated together, for 

about 2 generations. The line was then re-established by selecting 

pairs from this stock and was inbred for 8 generations more. 

The data and curves for this line are given in table 9 and figure 4. 

1 2 3 44 56 6 7 8 9 10 ll iL 2 3.é«4 5 6 7 8 

Fic. 4.—Means and standard deviations for 1002 inbred plus line. 

Here selection was perhaps effective for a few generations. Ref- 
erence to the Appendix will indicate that this effectiveness was prob- 
ably due in large part to the gradual elimination of the descendants 
of one of the F, pairs (1158), which were on the average of slightly 
lower grade than those of the other F, pair (1150). It is to be observed 
that both of the apparently successful reversed-selection series were 
made with descendants of the former branch of the family. 

The eighth to eleventh generations of this line and the contempo- 
rary eleventh to fourteenth of the 864 line gave very similar results 
as to the means and standard deviations. We shall see below (p. 19) 
reason for believing that the two lines were of very similar constitution 
at this period. The gradual rise of the means and fall of the standard 
deviations is probably of environmental rather than genetic origin. 
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The “‘new”’ series, which was carried on at a constant temperature, 
shows remarkably little fluctuation. Of the two reversed-selection 
series, one suggests a positive result, but was not carried on long 

Tasie 9.—1002, Inbred Plus Line. 

Generation. n M o r Diff. M. 

Wieck shacuans 114 | 5.070+0.051 | 0.815+0.036 | ............... —0.930 
Fae eeousac 231 | 5.052 .039 £886 028 fo vsstcewis eee vaca — .948 
Ben Regianscen 446 | 5.4734 .025 784 .018 | + .157+0.031 | — .661 
Me sidlecenaee 1,199 | 5.126 .018 922+ .013 + .153+ .019 | —1.113 
Béscscccewsd 1,142 | 5.658 .014 .720+ .010 | — .024= .020 | — .397 
Bee sass aguacere 632 | 5.389 .022 8538+ .015 + .381+ .024 | —1.029 
yee Te 283 | 5.675 .027 .683 .019 — .805+ .036 | —1.127 
Figs sccciiscieues 584 | 5.202 .023 826 .016 | + .431+ .022 | —1.122 
Foye a cusaee 373 | 5.507 .027 7638 .019 | + .205= .033 | — .690 
Bi6 ins. sarcioes 269 | 5.952 .018 450+ .013 + .115+ .040 | — .128 

Patiese taster 133 | 6.158 .026 456 .018 — .025+ .058 | — .477 

5,406 
New set 

Bis sices 167 | 5.850+0.021 | 0.362+£0.014 | 1—0.038+0.046 | ....... 
Fo...... 447 | 5.978% .011 .3840+ .008 — .009= .032 | +0.087 
Fs...... 377 | 5.889 .020 -563= .014 | + .048+ .034 | — .668 
Ress sings 79 | 5.886 .031 422 .022 | 14 123% .042 | —1.114 
Peis: sarass 73 | 5.904 .046 .578 .032 | 1— .062+= .072 | — .096 
Fg sxc 128 | 5.969 .026 429% .018 | 1— .0381+ .039 | ....... 

aoe 92 | 5.935 .027 881 .019 | ......... eee ee —1.165 
Wg 5. Ait, 79 | 5.937% .045 584 1081 | ...........00.- — .063 

1,442 

ReverseD SELECTION. 

Figeaeeoeis 62 | 5.339+0.085 | 0.989+0.060 | ............... +1.339 
oe 46 | 4.652= .089 890 .063 | ............... + .652 
AD eee 68 | 4.147 .062 7538 1044]... .. eee eee + .147 
Pigiiage eesecavave 23 | 4.739% .119 845 1084] ............08e +1.239 

di eee ee 125 | 4.680+ .060 993 .042 | ...........08.. +1.180 
New set 
Fass oi as 49 | 5.898+0.046 | 0.463+0.032 | ............... +0.898 
Bopxies ox 13 | 6.000 .000 -000+ .000 | ............... + .500 
nO epee 99 | 5.707 .041 2018 4028: | -secscadeeaeesa | vacaan es 

485 

1Includes reversed selection, that is, not included in the remainder of these data. 

enough to be significant, and the other was clearly without effect. 
The line was now presumably uniform, and not capable of modifica- 
tion through further selection. 

CROSSBRED PLUS SERIES. 

The material for this series came from the following sources: Cul- 
tures 902, 926, 1006, 1081 of the 864 inbred plus line; culture 1072 of 
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the 1002 inbred plus line; 2 individuals (in cultures 937 and 1074) 
from the Dichet stock; culture 1004, which was made up from exactly 
the same sources as 1002 (see above), and differed from that culture 
only in that a single male was used. 

This material was mated in various ways, but brother-sister matings 
were practised infrequently, and then (see Appendix) not often in 
successive generations. All the cultures in this set were descended 
from the 864 inbred line; and the “generation” of each culture has 
been taken as the greatest number of generations from 864 shown by 
any line of the ancestry of that culture. This method is somewhat 
misleading, since in every case the ‘‘generation”’ thus given is higher 
than the average number of selected generations, and still higher than 
the average number of crossbred selected generations in the pedigree. 
For example, the first culture in the series, 937, is recorded as F3, 
since the father came from the F, generation of the 864 line; but the 
mother was an unselected individual from the Dichet stock. Cul- 
ture 1074 is recorded as F;, though the father was unselected and the 
mother was from the inbred 864 line. Culture 1254 is recorded as 
F,, though one parent belonged to F;, and the only grandparent 
not an F, came from 1074, above. This method of grouping the data 
has been adopted because it is convenient to handle, and because it 

TaBLe 10.—Crossbred Plus Series. 

Generation. n M a T Diff. M. 

Psencas nas 53 | 5.283+0.079 | 0.856+0.056 | ............... —1.217 
) eee eee 417 | 5.211+ .028 -849+ .020] ............... — .719 
ge 's(s gngce ist 812 | 5.489 .018 779% .013 +0.156+0.023 | — .643 
Fee veeseens 1,031 | 5.790+ .012 .599= .008 + .027+ .021 | — .772 
PBosceuecass 1,006 | 5.733 .015 .717+ .011 — .023+ .021 | — .891 
Bigexce scone 877 | 5.616 .018 .790+ .013 — .086+= .023 | —1.423 

save a saoscuae 388 | 5.840+ .024 -711+ .017 — .147+ .034 | -—1.120 
FB jg% anne asens 236 | 5.822 .026 .591+ .018 — .196+ .042 | —1.589 

4,820 

is desirable for purposes of comparison and computation to have the 
generations expressed in whole numbers. The errors involved all 
tend to make it appear that selection has been applied longer than is 
actually the case, and this should be borne in mind when studying 
table 10 and the curve (fig. 5) for this series. The pedigrees may be 
traced from the data in the Appendix, if anyone cares to make a differ- 
ent classification. 

Selection has apparently been successful in raising the mean of this 
series; but this conclusion is not certainly correct, because of the en- 
vironmental possibilities discussed above. 
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INBRED MINUS SERIES. 

As in the case of the inbred plus series, two lines were carried on 
here. One of these was not kept long; but its history is given here, 
chiefly because it was used in producing the crossbred minus line. 

900 Linz. 

Culture 900 produced Dichet flies as shown in table 11. 
This culture was produced by mating a male 

from the sepia, spineless, kidney, sooty, rough Gunsehee 
1 D' r, Bristles. | Offspring. 

stock to a female of the constitution =e that zubad — 
e 4 32 

was obtained by inbreeding a pair of flies from 5 22 
869 (see pedigree of 1002 inbred plus line). 6 = 
869 was produced by a male from the sepia, | Total..... 67 
spineless, kidney, sooty, rough stock and a fe- 
male from 854, which came from 839 (9?) and 840 (<7). 840 also 
enters into the pedigree of the 868 line, below. 839 and 840 were 
sister pairs, the males coming from the sepia, spineless, kidney, sooty, 
rough stock, and the females being F, hybrids of the sepia, peach, 
ebony, and Dichet stocks. 

7 7 

4 4 

3 3 

2 2 

‘ 4 Se a SS ee 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 6 6 47 8 9 WU 

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 

Fic. 5.—Means and standard deviations for crossbred plus line. 
Fic. 6.—Means and standard deviations for 900 inbred minus line. 

Table 12 and the curve (fig. 6) for this line are arranged in the same 
way as those for the inbred plus lines. 
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The effectiveness of selection is doubtful, but the line runs con- 
sistently lower than the three plus lines, and reversed selection was 
perhaps effective. 

TaBLE 12.—900, Inbred Minus Line. 

Generation. n M a T Diff. M 

Bye ecetas 130 | 4.769+0.045 | 0.77140.032 | ............08. +0.769 
Bgiice away 204 | 4.603+ .038 MTOR 9027) | ac escmsiaunen snes. + .603 

Beoearitvaciuces 256 | 4.578 .032 .767+ .023 — .021= .042 | + .976 

1. ee 194 | 4.959 .040 -818+ .029 + .155+ .048 | +1.000 
Fg asseeetass 243 | 5.1244 .037 847+ .026 + .0382+ .043 | +1.255 

Me scckihainad 103 | 4.660 .077 | 1.146 .054] ............... + .660 

Wee evas ee 148 | 5.000+ .044 797 .031 + .103= .055 | +1.986 
Haaisaveearecss 69 | 4.826 .070 .867 .050 + .159% .079 | — .420 
Fig eiewedt pao 271 | 4.576 .031 740% 022 — .005+ .041 | + .644 
PyOins.e ees 762 | 4.555 .019 769+ .014 — .0l1= .024/] + .654 
Fite enanues 340 | 5.141+ .031 849 .022 — .142= .036 | +1.340 

2,720 

REVERSED SELECTION. 

Figs eweeweiess 68 |4.897+ 0.062 |0.750= 0.044] ............... —1.103 
Fas Sec etaecsioes 71 (5.451% .062 | .728+ .044] ............... — .549 
Pipcaastacents 98 |5.194+ .032] .488= .023 |] ............... — .806 

237 

868 Minus Line. 

This line is descended from culture 868, which was produced by a 
sepia, Dichet, ebony-sooty female from 856 and a rough male from 
852; 856 was the result of mating a stock sepia, spineless, kidney, 
sooty, rough male to a Dichet ebony-sooty 
female from 840 (qg. v. above, in pedigree of 
900 line). 852 was a descendant of the peach, 
spineless, kidney, sooty, rough, and peach- 
ebony stocks, and (although it did not trace to 
the Dichet stock) of the same original cultures 
as 864, the ancestor of the first inbred plus line 
(see above). 

The offspring of 868 itself were classified for 
dorso-central bristles, as shown in table 13. 

TaBLe 13. 

Dorso- 7 
centrals. Offspring. 

0 25 
1 bit 

2 9 
3 0 
4 0 

Total..... 51 

The data for the succeeding generations are given in table 14 and 
figure 7. 

The numbers of individuals and of generations are rather small, 
for the reason that the line was not very vigorous, and finally died 
out in spite of all attempts to preserve it. It gave the lowest means 
of any line so far discussed. Reversed selection was apparently suc- 
cessful. 
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Taste 14.—868, Inbred Minus Line. 

Generation. | n M a 

Biiding- cote 5 74 | 4.432+0.070 | 0.888+0.049 
Bo races iol steers 109 | 4.688 .053 -820 .037 
dO eee 193 | 4.104 .042 .8384+ .029 
Pesienyeews 68 | 3.765+= .063 768+ .044 
Ppiseig teks 84 | 4.2864 .053 -716 .037 
HGsnnaksweae 22 | 4.2282 .106 .736 .075 

550 

REVERSED SELECTION. 

Peesccsires 112 | 4.732+0.055 | 0.856+0.038 
Byians eevee 225 | 4.862 .039 -866+ .027 

337 

CROSSBRED MINUS SERIES. 

The following cultures furnished the material for this series: 

Cultures 920, 1063, 1073, 1082 of the 900 minus line. 
Cultures 935, 936, 1047 of the 868 minus line. 
Culture 942, made up by mating together two 4-bristled Dichets 

from 912, which in turn was the result of mating a sepia, spineless, 
kidney, sooty, rough male to a female from a daughter culture of 
869 (see pedigree of 900 line). 

D'p? ser, 
Culture 949, made up by mating a female of the constitution pPa,e"r 

(from the cultures of Mr. J. W. Gowen) to a male from culture 916 
(see pedigree of 1002 line). 

All the cultures in this series traced to 868, and the “‘generation”’ 
given is the greatest number of generations from 868, which is thus 
the standard for this line, just as 864 was for the crossbred plus series. 

Table 15 and figure 8 give the results for the series. Here again, 
the effectiveness of selection is suggested, but is doubtful. The means, 
however, are lower than in any other series except the 868 line, and 
that line entered very largely into the make-up of this one. 

Sreck Minus or 1331 Line. 

In connection with certain experiments to be described below it 
became desirable to have a minus line that should be recessive for some 
second chromosome character. Accordingly culture 1331 was made 
up by mating a 4 female from 1168, F, of the crossbred minus series, 
to a speck male.1_ The line was then inbred, in pairs, brother to sister, 
minus selected, and gradually made homozygous for speck, sepia, and 
rough. 
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Fie. 7. Fia. 8. 

Fia. 7.—Means and standard deviations for 868 inbred minus line. 
Fig. 8.—Means and standard deviations for crossbred minus line. 

Taste 15.—Crossbred Minus Series. 

Generation. n M o r Diff. M. 

Fysiegis ns a x0 323 | 4.523=0.028 | 0.753+0.020 | .............. +0.523 
by err rece artes 688 | 4.297+ .020 -786 .014 | +0.070+0.026 | + .711 
Fg iano 1,022 | 4.667+ .017 829+ .012 | — .048+ .021 | +1.280 
0 eee 1,473 | 4.357 .013 .735= .009 | — .151+ .017 | + .558 
Hesuieecaias 1,503 | 4.522+ .014 .788+ .010 | + .026= .016 | +1.055 
PS aic-0 8 ee os 401 | 4.354 .025 .730 .017 | — .142+ .033 | + .742 
Figs cea 265 | 4.083 .026 .621+ .018 | — .107= .041 | + .511 
Binns ares 245 | 4.073 .030 666 .021 | + .230+ .041 | +1.008 
Fr... eee. 177 | 4.475 .039 .767+= .027| — .191+= .049 | +1.334 

6,097 

1From F; of the inbred speck line described later. 

Table 16 and figure 9 show the result. The break after F; represents 
the same treatment as that given to the 1002 line (p. 10)—4. e., two 
generations of unselected mass cultures. 

This line gives perhaps the clearest evidence of the effectiveness of 
selection that we have yet observed. Reversed selection begun in 
F, was apparently also successful. Finally, the line after F, gives 
consistently lower means than any other here recorded. 
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Fic. 9.—Means and standard deviations for speck (1331) minus line. 

TaBLe 16.—1331 (Speck), Minus Line. 

Genera- ’ 
Gor. n M o r Diff. M. 

sO ee 125 | 4.464+0.044 | 0.733+0.031 | ............26 [eee eee eee 
Wigs io icasea teens 298 | 4.6882 .031 -790 .022 +0.132+0.039 +0.896 

FS ar alacniateais 895 | 4.1874 .026 .767= .018 | 14+ .170+ .028 | 1— .435 
Was stow vee 377 | 4.141+ .017 495+ .012 | } 224+ .030 | !— .134 
Bg scectis dois 807 | 4.072= .016 -425+ .012 | 14+ .023= .037 | 1+ .303 
MGs ciicintana 169 | 3.982 .022 .414+ .015 — .184+ .050 + .304 
Wg secsertesute 3 159 | 3.9484 .019 .3414 .013 — .014= .053 + .399 
Ess seis 27 | 4.333 .071 547 £050} cciawswewswaces +1.333 
New set 

F,.. 21 | 4.000+0.076 | 0.535+0.048 0.000+0.147 +1.000 
Fy... 36 | 4.417 .072 688 .051 | ...........6.6 + .417 
F;.. 99 | 4.081+ .045 629% .O31 | .....e cece eee + .081 
Fy... 163 | 3.9514 .031 .584+ .028 | 24+ .1386 .051 | 2+ .295 
F;.. 16 | 3.188+ .167 948 118 | ...........00- + .188 

2,192 

REVERSED SELECTION. 

Wes saciee da 161 | 4.429+0.035 | 0.663+0.025 
Paice dante 91 | 4.451+ .052 .743 .037 
Hp sane teedinsete 21 | 4.143 .114 -773 .080 

273 

1Includes data from reversed selection. 
2Includes culture 2625, a mating of 6X6. This culture is not included in the other columns. 

19 
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GENERAL RESULTS OF SELECTION EXPERIMENTS. 

In every case the selected lines showed means that differed from the 
mean of unselected Dichets in the direction in which selection had 
been carried on. Owing to the apparently large environmental influ- 
ence on bristle number, it is in most cases difficult to be sure how this 
result was brought about, or, rather, at what stage in the process. 

In the case of the 1331 (speck) minus line, however, the change seems 
to have been effected fairly rapidly at first, and slowly, if at all, later 
on. In the case of the 1002 line there was probably no effect in the 
later generations. Reversed selection was uniformly successful if 
begun in the early generations, but not usually so at later stages. 
These are the results that would be expected on the view that modify- 
ing genes are involved. 

It is to be observed in the case of the plus lines that the means vary 
inversely as the standard deviations—that is, that the two curves 
are much like mirror images. In the minus lines the two quantities 
usually vary together, giving curves that are nearly parallel. These 
relations hold surprisingly closely for many of the curves, especially 
those of the plus lines. They are due to the fact that a change in the 
mean is almost always brought about by an elimination or great de- 
crease in the number of individuals at one extreme of the population 
rather than by a marked change in the position of the mode or of the 
other extreme. This is strongly in favor of the view that selection 
has been effective in eliminating ‘‘unfavorable” combinations rather 
than in producing entirely new types. 

The relation between the crossbred and inbred series is too much 
obscured to repay detailed analysis. Evidently such experiments 
with this character would have to be carried out under carefully con- 
trolled environmental conditions before they could have any great 
significance. 

CROSS OF TWO INBRED PLUS LINES. 

Since the two inbred plus lines, 864 and 1002, came from slightly 
different sources (see above), and were kept separate while being plus 
selected, it seemed possible that different plus modifiers had been 
isolated in the two lines. If this were the case, crossing them should 
result in increasing the variability in F,, and the parent-offspring 
correlation when the F, individuals were bred to produce F;. The 
F, population should contain genetically unlike individuals, and 
should yield to selection in either direction. As a matter of fact, no 
such result was obtained. 

Table 17 gives the result of the experiment. The 1941 set is per- 
haps the clearest case, so we may consider it alone. The parents of 
1941 came from 1763 (Fiy of the 864 line) and 1788 (F, of the 1002 
line). As table 17 and figure 10 show, the standard deviation in F, 
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TasLe 17.—Inbred Plus Lines Crossed. 

Generation. n M o r 

Bisse cones 192 | 5.865+0.041 | 0.824+0.029 |................. 

Ponsa ccm 689 | 5.374 .022 B10: O18 oa hae isceeeaaees 

1941 Ser ALonz. 

Biases 42 | 5.500+0.080 | 0.764+0.056 
nee 279 | 5.233 .034| 843+ .024 | 1-0.278+0.044 

Total..| 605 | 5.783 .018| .666+ .013] — .036 .027 
Fy {Plus...| 395 | 5.767 .023 | .677+ .016 |............0008. 

Minus..| 210 | 5.814 .031 | .649 .022 |................. 
Total..| 303 | 6.1164 .020] .533+ .014] + .131+ .038 

Fy {Plus...| 270 | 6.144 .022 | .5264 .015 |................. 
Minus... 33 | 5.879 .069 | .588+ .049 |................. 

1,789 

1 Does not include culture 2054, in which the mother was not-Dichet. 
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Fic. 10.—Means and standard deviations for cross of two inbred plus lines. 
Fig. 11.—Means and standard deviations for cross of 1002 inbred plus 

and speck (1331) minus lines. 

was nearly the same as that in Fj, the F.-F; and F;-F, parent-offspring 
correlations were not significantly different from 0, and the means of 
the plus and minus selected series in F; and F, were practically identi- 
cal. This constitutes practically a proof that the two lines did not 
differ with respect to modifying genes. The result, while surprising, 
is by no means highly improbable on the multiple-factor view. The 
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two lines both came in large part from the sepia, spineless, kidney, 

sooty, rough, and peach, spineless, kidney, sooty, rough stocks, and 

therefore selection presumably had similar material to work with in 
both cases. That the result was the same is, then, only a somewhat 
unexpected coincidence. It may be pointed out that the identity of 
the two lines is borne out by their very similar behavior after the 
seventh and tenth generations, respectively. (See figs. 3 and 4, above.) 

CROSS OF PLUS AND MINUS LINE. 

When two races that differ in quantitative characters are crossed, 
the usual result is an increased variability in F, and an increased 
F,-F; parent-offspring correlation. This result was obtained in the 
present case, as is shown by table 18 and figures 11 and 12, which 
give the data for a cross of the 1002 plus and 1331 minus lines. 

TaBie 18.—Cross of Inbred Plus and Inbred Minus Lines. 

Generation. n M a r 

Bie essere sce 53 | 5.679+0.049 | 0.542+0.035 
Faexs wawce 369 | 4.694 .037 | 1.052 .026 | +0.193+0.034 
Ps cccalsuates® 1,133 | 5.524 .016 .787+= .O11 | + .258= .019 
Lt eee eee 1,078 | 5.492 .013 -610+ .009 | + .330+ .019 

1,555 

1Calculated after elimination of aberrant culture 3077. 

Such a result is capable of explanation in either of two ways. It 
may be due to the segregation of modifying factors, or it may be due 
to contamination of unlike allelomorphs in the F, individuals. 

The contamination hypothesis presents some unusual features in 
the present case; for the F, Dichets were not heterozygous for one 
plus Dichet gene and one minus one; homozygous Dichets always die. 
Half of them had one plus selected Dichzt gene and one minus selected 
normal allelomorph of Dichet (7. e., not-Dichext), the other half had 
one minus selected Dichet and one plus selected not-Dichet. Both 
not-Dichets, when homozygous, give for the most part 8-bristled 
flies, which are more “plus” than any Dichet race. Nevertheless, 
on the contamination view, each must contaminate its mate in the F, 
fly, in the direction in which it has been selected. Even the minus 
selected not-Dichet, that makes for 8 bristles, must contaminate the 
plus selected Dichext, that makes for 6 bristles, in such a way that 
the resulting Dichet gene makes for only 4 or 5 bristles. That. is, 
“‘plusness” or ‘“minusness” and “Dichetness” must be separable, 
and a degree of “‘minusness” that affects the result produced by a 
not-Dichet gene only very slightly must nevertheless be capable of 
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transference to a Dichet gene and must materially affect the result 
produced by that Dichet gene. 

The hypothesis that modifying genes are responsible for the result 
meets with no such complications. 

LOCATION OF MODIFYING GENES. ie 

The selection experiments recorded 
above have demonstrated that Dichet 
lines exist that are genetically different » 
with respect to bristle number. The “ 
cross between the 1002 plus line and 
1331 minus line showed that there is an 2 
increase in variability in F, when two 
such lines are crossed. Both these facts 
are consistent with the view that modi- 
fying genes, other than the Dichet gene 
itself, have influenced the bristle num- 
ber of Dichet flies. But it would also ,, 
be possible to interpret the result as 
due to variations in the Dichet gene it- 
self, and to contamination of that gene 
in crosses. (See above.) 

It has been pointed out by Muller and 
Altenburg (Morgan, Sturtevant, Muller 
and Bridges, 1915, p. 191), by Dexter “ 
(1914), and by Muller (1917) that there 
is a method of distinguishing between 2 
these two possibilities. The truncate 
race of Drosophila with which Muller 
and Altenburg worked is characterized 

= 

q 
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Fie. 12.—Results of crossing 1002 in- by shortened ‘‘truncated” wings. The 
race does not breed true for the trun- 
cate character, but the percentage of 
truncates produced and the degree of 
truncation shown are both capable of 

bred plus and speck (1331) minus 
lines. The P, curves represent the 
last few generations of each parent 
race. All four curves are reduced to 
the percentage basis; the ordinates 
represent percentages and the ab- 
scisse bristle numbers. 

modification by selection. Muller and 

Altenburg showed that this race contains a mutant gene in the second 
chromosome that is primarily responsible for the truncate character. 
By means of linkage experiments involving readily classifiable mutant 
characters they were able also to show that there are modifying factors 
for the truncate character in the first and in the third chromosomes. 
Furthermore, when the stock was by special methods kept uniform in 
constitution with respect to the truncate gene itself and with respect to 
these modifiers, selection was without effect. In this way the genetic 
variability of the race was shown to be due to modifying factors. 
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Dexter (1914) showed by similar methods that the chief gene for 
the variable character beaded is in the third chromosome, and that 
there is a modifier in the second chromosome. These results have 
been verified by Muller (1917). 

In making such tests for modifying factors it is very desirable that 
the test stocks, as well as the selected stocks that are to be tested, 
should be homogeneous for modifying genes. This is desirable in 
order that the tests may be repeated, and in order that results ob- 
tained with different stocks may be compared. It was for this pur- 
pose that the speck minus, or 1331, line of this paper was obtained. 
(See above for history of this line.) This line, in the later generations, 
was homozygous for the recessive mutants speck (chromosome II) 
and sepia and rough (chromosome III). Since it had been inbred 
and minus selected for several generations, it was probably uniform 
in constitution with respect to modifiers. Since the other selected 
lines also became homozygous for rough in later generations, it was 
desirable to have a uniform not-rough line. For this purpose a pair 
was taken from the speck stock, wild type in other characters. From 
this pair a line was established, and continued by strict brother-sister 
pair matings, in order to obtain a stock nearly or quite homozygous 
for all its genes. This material is designated “‘speck stock.” All 
individuals from it that were used for test purposes came from 8 or 
more successive brother-sister matings.? 

Sex-linked modifiers would become apparent in F; when two races 
were crossed, since the males from reciprocal crosses would differ and 
each type would resemble the maternal race. There is no clear evi- 
dence of the existence of such modifiers in this experiment, so the sex 
chromosome will be ignored in the discussion that follows. 

The method used for detecting second-chromosome modifiers is 
as follows: Two lines are crossed, one of which contains speck, the 
other not; one or both have Dichet (fig. 13). The F, Dichets are 
then heterozygous for speck, and for any second-chromosome 
modifiers in which the two lines were different. If an F, male is now 
mated to a speck not-Dichzt female, there will be no crossing over 
between speck and the modifiers. Therefore the not-speck Dichets 
produced will receive second chromosomes from their father which 
will be identical with those present in the P; not-speck race (in the 
diagram the Dichet race), while the speck-Dichet back-cross 
individuals will receive the second chromosome that came from the 
other P, race. Since the two types are alike in their third chromosome 
constitution, and since they have been reared in the same culture bot- 
tles, so that environmental influences were the same, any differences 

1 With the exception of culture 1737 (see Appendix), all were from 10 or more successive brother- 
sister matings. All these specks were from the same F; pair. All those before culture 2430 were 
from the same Fs pair. All those after 2430 were from a different Fs pair, but were themselves 
from the same Fi7 pair. Fis and Fis were mass cultures instead of pairs. 
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between them must be due to second-chromosome differences between 
the two P; races. This experiment may be continued further by 
mating the not-speck Dichet males produced by the back-cross to the 
speck not-Dichet females. Such a mating should give the same result 
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as the first back-cross and does in fact do so. In table 19 both types of 
experiment are treated together. Figure 14 is a graphical representa- 
tion of the result of one experiment of the type here described. 

It should be noted that such experiments are suited only for the 
detection of dominant modifiers present in one P, race, or, stated 
conversely, recessives present both in one P, race and in the speck race 
from which the test female came. 

TaBLe 19.—o Tests, Chromosome II. 

Source. Means. Distributions. 
: Tested 

Not-sp sp. aeaInel— Not-sp. sp. Diff. ~ x? P 

B65 seciaeceacare sp. stock | sp. stock [5.314+0.045/4.462+0.050)+0.852+0.067| 12.7 |69.4 |0.000000+ 
1002.......... sp. stock | sp. stock |5.924+ .026/5.732= .031/+ .192+ .040] 4.8 /13.3 | .004 
1002.......... sp. stock 1331 [5.824 .062/5.385+ .117/+ .489 .132) 3.3 | 4.77] .10 
1002.......... 1331 1331 [4.983 .063/4.438= .065/+ .545+ .091| 6.0 |17.7 | .001 
1002.......... 1331 sp. stock |6.095* .043/5.750 .104)/+ .345+ .113) 3.1 | 6.17] .05 
Cross-br. plus..| sp. stock | sp. stock |5.412+ .063/4.686+ .097|+ .726+ .116] 6.3 /19.0 | .0003 

#3 NBwiaeieel ee sp. stock | sp. stock |4.711+ .062/4.442 .070/+ .268+ .093/ 2.9 | 3.95) .27 
Cross-br. minus.| sp. stock | sp. stock |5.304 .087|4.762+ .101/+ .542+ .133) 4.1 | 6.67] .04 
Cross-br. minus.| sp. stock 1331 (4.353 .067/4.151 .045)/+ .202+ .081] 2.5 | 5.59] .24 

Table 19 gives the results of the experiments of this type that have 
been carried out. (For the raw data see Appendix.) The first two 
columns give the P; races, or in cases where the tested male came 
himself from a back-cross test, the original source of his not-speck 
and speck chromosomes. The third column gives the source of the 
test female. All tests in which the data for these three columns were 
identical have been lumped. The next three columns give the mean 
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bristle number of the two classes of Dichet offspring and the differ- 
ence between these two means. The sign of the difference is given as 
positive when the not-specks had a higher mean than the specks (as 
in all these cases); negative, as in other results (see below), when 
the specks were higher. In the col- 

KeeeeeR ses: 
umn headed prt is given the quotient 

of the difference between the two means 
divided by its own probable error, a 
measure of the probable significance of 
that difference. The last two columns 
give the x? and P values for the two 
(speck and not speck) distributions, 
considered as wholes. 

These data make it certain that the 
864 plus line and crossbred plus line ,, 
both contained second chromosomes 
with one or more plus modifiers domi- 
nant to minus modifiers in the second a eee 
chromosome of the speck stock. The 
1002 plus line had similar modifiers, Paisseeda 
and also had the same relation to the 10 
1331 minus line. It is probable, from 
the results obtained with the 1002 line, — 
that the speck stock and the 1331 line r - : 7 
had some minus modifiers in common, cme 
but that the second chromosome of the Ce ecard Cae, aa 
1331 line was more strongly minus. male back-cross tests of 864 inbred 

plus line against speck stock. Curves, 

Both these latter results would have based on 153 not-speck and 106 speck 

been expected, since the second chro- Sekar wireless 
mosome of the 1331 line came, in part __ treatment. 
at least, from that of the speck stock, 
but has been minus selected, while the speck stock has not been 
selected at all for bristle number. 

The experiments just discussed show that the second chromosome 
contains one or more modifiers, but give us no information regarding 
the loci of such modifiers. It is possible, on the basis of this data 
alone, that speck itself is the minus modifier. If, however, a heterozy- 
gous female is tested by mating to a speck not-Dichet male, there 
will be a possibility of crossing over between speck and any modifiers 
in the second chromosome. The result would be that the speck and 
not-speck offspring differ less than when an F; male is tested. There 

is, of course, also an opportunity for crossing over in the third chromo- 
somes of such females, so that the Dichet offspring will not be all 
alike with respect to their third chromosomes, as they were when the 
male was tested; but the same crossover classes should occur among 

50 

40 
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both the speck and the not-speck offspring, and in identical propor- 
tions. Therefore this factor should not influence the end-result. 

Table 20 shows the results obtained from such experiments. The 
arrangement is the same as in table 19. 

As was expected, the differences here are less than in the correspond- 
ing tests, but are still present and in the same direction when significant. 
This result proves that one or more of the second-chromosome modi- 
fiers cross over from speck in the female. 

Taste 20.—9? Tests, Chromosome IT. 

Source. Means. Distributions. 

Tested 
against— Diff. 

Not-sp. sp. Not-sp. sp. Diff. PE. x? P 

gawagice sts scans sp. stock 1331 4.971+0.097/4.6000.082/+0.371+0.127} 2.9 | 4.59 0.21 

eleva wey 1331 sp. stock |4.674 .059/4.321+ .067/+ .353+ .089] 4.0 | 9.10) .06 
ee 1331 1331 |4.448+ .043/4.245+ .044/+ .203+ .062/ 3.3 /13.1 .004 
ver masts eye taus sp. stock | sp. stock [5.543 .074/5.393% .104/+ .150= .128} 1.2 | 2.78 43 
baibtie ny ovoges sp. stock 1331 = |4.875+= .062/4.787= .070/+ .088= .093) 0.9 | 1.39 .92 
diss Deigis cial 1331 1331 [4.617 .046/4.250+ .056/+ .367+ .073} 5.0 {13.8 .03 
luge: aag 8 veya 1331 sp. stock |5.336 .027/5.390+ .048)/— .054+ .055) 1.0 | 8.93 .26 

Cross-br. minus.| sp. stock 1331 5.259% .097/4.727= .152/+ .532+ .180) 3.0 | 7.97 .05 
Cross-br. minus.| sp. stock | sp. stock |4.350+ .086/4.609+ .090};— .259+ .125) 2.1 | 2.21 184 

THIRD-CHROMOSOME MODIFIER. 

If we cross two races, one of which is Dichet rough, the other wild- 
type, the F, female will have the constitution D’r,. If such a female 
be mated to a not-Dichet rough male, there will be two types of 
Dichet offspring—the non-crossovers will be rough, the crossovers 
not rough.’ If the two original chromosomes differed in modifying 
factors somewhere near rough, these two types of offspring will differ 
in their bristle number. 

Such tests have been carried out, with the results shown in table 
21.2 In only one case (the third) was a significant difference obtained; 
but that case proves that there was a dominant plus modifier in the 
1002 line, located somewhere near rough, or a dominant minus modifier 
in the speck stock, but not in the 1331 line and in the same region. 
Since the 1331 line was derived from a cross involving the speck stock, 
and had been minus selected ever since that cross, it is probable that 
dominant minus modifiers present in the speck stock would have been 
preserved in the 1331 line. It is, therefore, almost certain that the 

1There will be some doubie crossovers, but these will be rare. There will, be course, also be 
two classes of not-Dichets. ; ; 

2 In the case recorded in the second row, the Dichet and rough came from different parents, 

so that the non-crossover and crossover classes are reversed. The experiment is the same in 

principle as that outlined above. 
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1002 line contained a dominant plus modifier in the region of the 

rough locus.! 
There can be no question that the lines studied do differ in their 

constitution with respect to definite modifying genes that affect 
bristle number. In the case of the 1002 and 1331 lines there is at 
least one modifier, and probably two, located in different chromosomes. 
This gives the explanation of the increased variability observed in F, 
when these lines were crossed. The only other available explanation of 
that phenomenon—contamination of allelomorphs—has already been 
shown above to lead to complications in this case. (See also below.) 
Since it is both improbable and unnecessary, it may safely be dis- 
carded. 

TaBLe 21.—9Q Tests, Chromosome III. 

Source. Means. Distributions. 

Tested 
against— Diff. 

Not-ro. TO. Not-ro. To. Diff. P 7 x? P 

Sp. stock. 864 1331 |4.793+0.106/4.761+0.081| —0.0382+0.133) 0.2 | 1.76) 0.60 
1002..... 1331 1331 |4.750 .071/4.581 .091/+ .169+ .115} 1.5 | 1.09 .58 

Sp. stock. 1002 1331 |4.697+ .065|5.098+ .042/+ .401+ .077| 5.2 |18.7 .002 

Sp. stock.| cross-br. minus | 1331 |4.323+ .089/4.276+ .092}— .047+ .127| 0.4 | 0.33} .999 

no not-Dichets. 

only 4 not-Dichets. 

THIRD-CHROMOSOME LETHALS. 

Culture 1264, belonging to the third generation of the 1002 inbred 
plus line, produced, in the last 6 days it was counted, 60 Dichets and 

It seemed possible that one of the parents was 
homozygous for Dichet, so the line was continued. It was finally 

bred through about 18 generations, and produced 2,735 Dichzts and 
The 4 not-Dichets suggest the hypothesis that 

all the Dichets are really heterozygous as usual, but that they carry 

a lethal in the other chromosome that kills the not-Dichets.? That 

they are heterozygous has been shown by out-crossing them. When 

mated to Dichets of other strains the result was 211 Dichets to 103 

not-Dichets (4 cultures), the 2 : 1 ratio usually obtained when Dichets 

are mated together. 
Dichets to 209 not-Dichets (6 cultures)—a normal 1: 1 ratio. 

When mated to not-Dichets the result was 207 
That 

there is a lethal in the stock has been shown by mating Dichets of 
this strain to Extended flies and inbreeding the not-Dichet offspring, 
which were found to carry a lethal as expected. (See below.) 

1 The second row of table 18 seems to contradict the conclusion that the 1002 and 1331 lines 
differed with respect to a modifier near rough. However, the experiment represents only a few 
flies, and did not give a significant result. Moreover, it was carried out before the 1002 line 

had been very long inbred (Fs), and involved a not-rough chromosome from that line, which had 
not then become homozygous for rough. 

2 See Muller (1917) for a discussion of autosomal lethals. 
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The 4 not-Dichzt flies produced by uncrossed descendants of 1264 
appeared in cultures 1516, 2424, 2571, and 2851. Since most of the 
flies of this line are heterozygous for other factors in chromosome III, 
it should be possible by an examination of these 4 flies to determine on 
which side of Dichzt the lethal lies; for these flies are evidently cross- 
overs between Dichet and the lethal, and should show certain rela- 
tions with the other characters, depending on the locus of the factor. 

The 4 cultures in question gave the results shown in table 22 (both 
parents in 1264 being rough, all these flies are rough). 

TaBLe 22, 

D’. D’ ss so. D’ so. | not-D’. not-D’ ss. | not-D’ so. 

1516 | 106 6 4 1 0 0 
2424 | 78 Dichets, some ss. 0 1 Ae 
2571 | 49 Dichets, with some D’ pe ss so. 0 0 1 
2851 | 41 Dichets, 1 not D’; other characters not noted. 

Since the other characters were not noted in 2851, that bottle is 
useless for our present purposes. The constitution of the parents in 
the other three cultures must have been as follows: 

, / 

Ir118s e° lis: e° 
/ 

2424: ey D 
hiSs li18s 

D’' D’' 

a lip? s, ef Ip? s, e8 

Since there can be no crossing over in the male, there must in each 
case have been a crossover between D’ and l,, in the female. 1516 
indicates that l,,, is to the right of D’; 2424, to the left if the individual 
was a single crossover. But the distance D’ s,, here involved, is 
known to be long enough so that double crossovers sometimes occur 
in it. In 2571 the distance involved is D’ p?, which is too short for 
a double crossover, therefore l,, is to the right of D’. The position 
of U,,, being thus obtained, the not-D’ produced by 2424 must have 
been a double crossover. 

The next problem is: How far from Dichet is the lethal locus? 
The mating is always— 

eet 
fm olin 

There being no crossing over in the male, the sperm are of two 
kinds only—D’ and l,,. The non-crossover eggs are of the same 
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constitution, but there are also the crossover eggs, D’ l,, and +. 
If we let the non-crossovers be to the crossovers as x: y, the result of 
the mating will be: 

(D’ (Dl 
a =dies am = di 

Dp D'tun _ dies 
jlo y Jun 

3 TIT D’ cn as D’ 

aia D’ 
boot dies = not-D’ 
Can lu 

The result then is: 

2a+y=D’ y=not-D’ 

100y _ 200 (not-D’) 
x+y D’+not-D’ 

Per cent crossovers = 

In the present case this formula gives the crossover percentage 
as 0.29. Lethal III is, then, located 0.29 to the right of Dichet. 

Another lethal of the same sort as the one just described appeared 
in culture 1546. This culture belonged to the sixth generation of the 
same line in which the first lethal was found, and was descended from 
a sister pair (1213) to 1264, the first culture in which that lethal ap- 
peared. Since the two lethals are certainly distinct, as will appear 
below, this relationship is to be regarded only as a coincidence. Three 
cultures of this strain were made—1546 and two daughter pairs. 
The result was 154 Dichets and 1 not-Dichet. The 1 not-Dichet 
was from culture 1681. The Dichets from this culture show both 
parents to have had the constitution 

D' 

SelM 3,57 

The not-Dichet individual was spineless, sooty, rough. This indi- 
cates that the lethal was to the left of Dichet; otherwise the egg in 
question must have resulted from a sepia Dichet spineless triple cross- 
over, which is a very rare occurrence. By the method outlined above 
it may be calculated that the lethal gives 1.29 per cent of crossovers 
with Dichet. 

That these two lethals are distinct is indicated by the following 
culture, 1915. The female of this mating came from culture 1791, 
which gave 31 Dichets and no not-Dichets. 1791 was an F, from a 
cross involving 1419 of the 1264 line, and thus its lethal must be sup- 
posed to be that of 1264. The male of the test bottle 1915 was from 
1681 of the second lethal strain. Therefore, if the two lethals are the 
same, 1915 should have given few or no not-Dichets; if they are dif- 
ferent it should have given 2 Dichzts to 1 not-Dichet. The actual 
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result was 51 Dichets to 30 not-Dichets. Evidently, then, the two 
lethals are distinct, as was previously indicated by the fact that they 
are probably on different sides of Dichet. 

It seemed possible at first that one or both of these lethals might 
be due to a breaking up of the Dichet factor, whereby its lethal effect 
had been separated from the effect it produces on the soma of a het- 
erozygous fly. This hypothesis is negatived by two considerations: 
(1) both lethals have been shown to occupy loci different from that 
for Dichet; (2) the lethal effect of Dichzt is not allelomorphic to that 
of these factors, since a fly with Dichet in one chromosome and either 
of the lethals in its mate does not die. 

EXTENDED. 

In culture 1379, of the crossbred plus series, there appeared several 
flies intermediate in appearance between Dichet and the normal. 
These flies had the bristles of the normal flies (including the anterior 
post-alars, always reduced or absent in Dichets), but had their 
wings spread out to a greater or less extent. These individuals were 
tested, and were found to have a dominant factor, responsible for the 
extended wing character. The character has been called ‘‘Extended”’ 
(see plate 1, fig. 1). It occasionally overlaps the normal, and is there- 
fore not favorable for linkage experiments. It is, however, sufficiently 
uniform in appearance to make it possible to work out its inheritance 
with certainty. The gene is found to be an allelomorph of Dichet, 
and is designated D*. Like Dichet, it is lethal when homozygous; 
and the flies with Dichet in one chromosome and Extended in the 
other also die. These conclusions are based on the following results: 

Preliminary experiments involving speck (chromosome II) and 
various characters in chromosome III showed that Extended crosses 
over freely from speck in the male, but gives apparently no crossing 
over in the male with sepia, spineless, or rough. These data are not 
very satisfactory, owing to the fact that some of the Extended flies 
are very similar in appearance to the not-Extended, and there is too 
great an opportunity for being influenced by the other characters of 
the flies when making the separation. However, no crossovers were 
discovered among 308 flies. 
When tests were made of heterozygous females, there was found 

to be a slight excess of not-Extended offspring, presumably due to 
incorrect classification. The proportion of crossovers, based on Ex- 

13 
tended offspring only, was 1057 12.4 per cent for sepia Extended 

and “at 7.6 per cent for Extended spineless. In one experiment in 

which all three of these factors were observed at once, the result shown 
in table 23 was obtained. 
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It is evident from these data that Extended is between sepia and 
spineless, some distance from either. It is, then, in the same general 

region as Dichet. 
The lethal effect of Extended has been tested in two ways. Mat- 

ings of Extended by Extended gave 116 Extended to 94 normals. 
If homozygous Extended is viable the result should be 3 : 1; if it 
dies the result should be 2:1. In fact, it was nearer 1:1. This 
result is probably due to the overlapping phenomenon, resulting in the 
classification of some Extended flies as normal. It is suggestive of a 
2:1 ratio, however. More conclusive data was obtained by mating 
heterozygous Extended to Dichet flies heterozygous for lethal III 
(see above), and inbreeding the Extended offspring. If Extended is 
lethal when homozygous, these flies should produce only Extended 
offspring, but these should all be heterozygous. They should, in fact, 
breed exactly like the true-breeding race of Dichets described above. 
This is actually the case. Such a stock has now been kept for four 
months, and is still made up almost entirely of evidently Extended flies; 
but tests show them to be only heterozygous for the character. 

TaBLE 23. 

e 
Spay © Xss3 cS 

Dé | 3e 85 3s | 8s D@| Desg Se N | s D* ss | Total. 

39 | 37 3 3 6 10 a 1 99 

The mating of Dichet x Extended (or vice versa) gave the following 
result: Dichet, 99; Extended, 69; normal, 102; total, 270. If we 
suppose some of the flies classified as ‘‘normal” to be in reality Ex- 
tended, this result approximates to the 1:1:1 expected if Dichet- 
Extended flies die. The fact that the Dichets are only about a third 
of the total shows that half the Dichzt gametes have been eliminated 
somehow. One of the Dichets and a number (4 individual matings 
and 2 mass cultures) of the Extendeds have been tested, and neither 
sort has produced the other. It is, then, safe to conclude that Dichet- 
Extended flies die. 

Culture 1379, in which Extended first appeared, was made up by 
mating together two 8-bristled flies, the male from 1145, the female 
from 1253. The latter culture gave among other offspring 5 sevens 
and 2 eights. The other eight, in 1356, behaved normally, as did 
one of the sevens (in 1857). Culture 1145, however, gave no seven 
and only the single eight. Since 1379 gave a result indicating that one 
parent was Extended instead of 8-bristled Dichet, it seems probable 
that the male parent, from 1145, was the mutant. In either case, 
the Extended parent was produced by mating a 7-bristled Dichst 

As 
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female to a 6-bristled Dichet male, both parents being from the cross- 
bred plus selection series. 

It follows from the data presented above that Extended is an allelo- 
morph of Dichet intermediate between Dicheet and its normal allelo- 
morph in its somatic effect, and that it arose in a fly heterozygous for 
these two factors. It is, then, the kind of thing one would expect 
contamination of allelomorphs to produce. On the other hand, it 
seems at least equally possible to suppose that it arose as a mutation 
of one or the other allelomorph, without the presence of the other or 
the one having had any influence on the event. In any case, the 
process must be an extremely rare one, for it has been detected only 
once, in spite of the very large number of offspring of heterozygous 
Dichet flies that have been observed and bred. 

Since the Extended flies have more bristles than Dichets, it may be 
supposed that the fact that the former arose in a plus-selected series 
is significant. Such a supposition has actually been made by Castle 
(Castle and Phillips, 1914, etc.) with regard to a similar case in hooded 
rats. As has been pointed out by MacDowell (1916), a mutation in 
the direction in which selection is being made has a very much better 
chance of being discovered than has one in the opposite direction. 
Moreover, these mutations have been demonstrated only in an ex- 
tremely small number of cases; and a very elementary knowledge of 
the theory of probability will suffice to convince one that a considerable 
number of cases must be established before one can conclude that muta- 
tions are more likely to occur in one direction than in another. No 
argument based on one or two cases, however well established those 
cases may be, can carry any conviction. 

“DICHATE INTERMEDIATE.” 

The Star Dichet stock in the Columbia laboratory was found to 
have in it some flies that were indistinguishable from Extended. It 
seemed possible that these flies were due to an independent occurrence 
of the Extended mutation. Since the Star Dichet stock is kept by 
mating (Star) Dichet flies together in each generation, the mutation 
responsible for these ‘‘intermediates’’ must either have occurred in a 
Dichet fly (as did the Extended mutation), or have been in the stock 
since it was made up. The fact that Dichets are mated together in 
continuing the stock seemed, however, to show that the character 
was not true Extended, since, as we have seen above, Dichet-Extended 
flies always die. But the possibility remained that “intermediate” was 
another non-lethal allelomorph of Dichet. Accordingly, tests were 
made as follows: 

Matings of Dichet by Dichet gave some intermediates, showing 
that the continuance of the character in the stock was not dependent 
on the use of non-virgin females, and proving that the character was 
not Extended. 
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Matings of intermediates by intermediates gave both intermediates 
and normals, showing that the character was either dominant or irreg- 
ular in appearance. 

Matings of intermediate to specks and to black purples of other 
stocks gave only normals, showing the character to be recessive. 

Mating together the F; normals from the last type of matings gave 
a few intermediates; but these were in no case speck or black or purple. 
This is the usual behavior of a second-chromosome recessive, due to 
no crossing over in the F, male. Hence ‘‘intermediate”’ is a recessive 
character, and lying in the second chromosome. Its occurrence in 
the Star Dichet must have been only a coincidence, and can have had 
nothing to do with the presence of Dichet in that stock. The differ- 
ence between this character and Extended is a striking illustration 
of the danger of arguments as to the identity of characters based on 
similarity of appearance. 

NOT-DICHATS FROM SELECTED LINES. 

As has already been pointed out, Dichet flies almost always have 
fewer bristles than have normals. All Dichets are heterozygous for 
the normal allelomorph. Therefore, in such an experiment as this 
one, in which Dichets are repeatedly mated together, one obtains 
normal flies the not-Dichzt genes in which have been associated with 
Dichet genes for many generations. The experiment is, then, suited 
for a study of the question as to whether or not factors “contaminate” 
their allelomorphs. If this contamination occurs, one might expect 
the not-Dichet flies to show a tendency to have fewer bristles than 
they normally have, and the Dichets to have more. That Dichets 
tend to increase in bristle number is very improbable. The stock 
has now been kept, always of necessity in heterozygous condition, for 
more than 40 generations. There is no evidence that any progressive 
change has. occurred, though no selection has been used in keeping 
the stock cultures. The modal class at present (5 bristles) is actually 
lower than the class (6) of the original mutant. 

There are some data regarding the bristles of the not-Dichets pro- 
duced by selected Dichets. Counts of these bristles have been taken 
only occasionally (see table 24), but whenever a bristle number other 
than 8 has been observed in such flies it has been noted on the record 
sheet. Examination of these notes shows that in the minus-selected 
series there are several records of 6 and 7 bristled not-Dichets, but 
none of numbers higher than 8. In the plus selected lines there are a 
number of records of nines and tens, but no sixes and only 1 seven 
(from 1190, an F, of the crossbred plus series). The complete counts 
taken of bristle numbers are given in table 24. 

It may be pointed out that the familiar yellow mouse and several similar cases in Drosophila 
afford evidence of the same sort against contamination. 
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There is no evidence for contamination. With the one exception 
noted above, all the variations are in the direction for which the 
Dichets were being selected. On the multiple-factor view one would 
expect this result, since it would seem likely that any modifier would 
usually affect Dichets and not-Dichets in the same direction. The 
one exception, a 7 from 1190 of the crossbred plus series, is scarcely 
surprising on this hypothesis, in view of the facts that unselected not- 
Dichet races may produce sevens (see table 2), and that 1190 was prob- 

ably not homozygous for a large number of plus modifiers. Since 
this individual was not tested, it would perhaps be futile to argue the 
case further. 

TaBLe 24, 

Bristle Nos. 
‘ Genera- 

Culture. Series. tion. 

6!|7]8]9 110 

1277 864 plus........... 7 57 
1285 Crossbred plus. ..., 7 .. | ee | 85 1 
1357 Crossbred plus..... 8 par! | nd 8d} 4 
1810 864 plus........... 10 se | -ws | EL | as 
1811 1002 plus.......... 7 16 
1268 Crossbred minus... . 6 wae | cae dS 
1273 Crossbred minus... . 7 ice |) eee 1 38) 
1878 Crossbred minus... . 10 we | ee 16 
1879 Crossbred minus... . 10 ss | «a | 20 
1881 Crossbred minus... . 10 ae | ae | 28 
1882 Crossbred minus... . 10 ee 1 | 31 
1892 Crossbred minus... . 10 ee | se. |) AO, 
1986 1331 (speck) minus. 5 sees) ust |S 
1996 1331 (speck) minus. 5 Li aw | & 
2015 Crossbred minus... . 11 -. | oe | 88 

It may be noted here that in the Star Dichzt stock referred to above 
(p. 31) there were found to be numerous not-Dichets with 9 and 10 
bristles. Unfortunately, no counts were made on these flies, and the 
nature of the extra bristles was not determined. The stock has since 
been “‘purified,” to rid it of certain other mutations, and the extra- 
bristled flies, formerly plentiful, have now disappeared. This stock, 
as stated above, was continued by mating together (Star) Dichet 
flies, without regard to bristle number. These extra-bristled not- 
Dichets therefore furnish evidence of the same type as that just dis- 
cussed, except that the race was not selected for bristle number. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION. 

THE SELECTION PROBLEM: QUESTIONS AT ISSUE. 

It appears to the writer that the three questions below are the chief 
ones at issue in the discussion of the selection problem: 

1. Does selection use germinal differences already present, or differences 
that arise during the experiment, or both? 

2. In case it uses new differences, does it cause them to occur more 
frequently, and does it influence their direction? 

8. Are differences, already present or arising de novo, more likely to 
occur in the locus of the gene under observation, or in other loci? 

It is not, I think, questioned by any one that selection may effect 
either gradual or sudden change in the mean character of mixed races, 
or that it may even, occasionally, produce such an effect in pure races 
if a mutation in the desired direction happens to occur. 

1. Does selection use germinal differences that are already present, or differences 
that arise during the experiment? 

Everyone who has bred animals or plants is familiar with the fact 
that different strains, even when rather closely related, differ in all 
sorts of minor points—size, proportions of organs, shade of color, resist- 
ance to disease, fertility, temperament, rate and habit of growth— 
in fact, in almost any respect that one investigates. This can only 
mean that such strains differ genetically; and since the kinds of differ- 
ences are usually so numerous, they probably usually have many 
genetic differences—1. e., they differ in respect to many factors. In 
any race not normally self-fertilizing or closely inbred, crosses between 
individuals of different constitution must then be frequent. And 
such crosses must, on the assumption that the original differences were 
Mendelian, lead to the production of a population more or less hetero- 
zygous for factors that produce minor effects on all sorts of charac- 
ters. The assumption that the differences are Mendelian rests on the 
observed facts, (1) that demonstrably Mendelian factors may produce 
effects on practically any kind of character studied, and effects of 
practically any observable degree; and (2) that non-Mendelian inher- 
itance has never been demonstrated, except for a few cases of plastic 
characters in plants and cases of infectious diseases.1 Other kinds 
of inheritance may exist; but the available data indicate that they must 
be extremely rare. Therefore the chances are that any observed 
difference between two strains is Mendelian. 

If these conclusions be accepted, it follows that any strain not very 
closely inbred is likely to be heterozygous for factors influencing many 
characters. Selection for these characters will then be effective in 
isolating favorable combinations of such ‘modifying factors.” 

10One may refuse to call these cases of inheritance if he chooses to define that term so as to 
exclude them. 
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Mendelian differences are still arising by mutation and may arise 
in a selection experiment as well as anywhere else; and those that arise 
in such an experiment are as likely to affect the character under ob- 
servation as are any Mendelian differences taken at random. It is 
therefore probable that selection sometimes makes use of variations 
that arise during the course of the experiment, or, rather, that varia- 
tions which may be available do arise. 

The question is, what is the relative frequency of the two kinds of 
available factor differences—those already present and those that arise 
de novo? The answer is found by investigation of the data on selection 
in inbred lines and in crossbred lines. In closely inbred strains there are 
not likely to be many factor differences present when selection is begun, 
while in crossbred lines these differences are likely to be numerous. 

That selection is usually effective in crossbred lines is a well-known 
fact, demonstrated many times with many different organisms. Not 
many experiments have been carried out on closely inbred material, 
but those of Johannsen (1903), MacDowell (1917), and the present 
paper (p. 11) show that selection may be without effect in such lines. 
In two of these cases selection was effective until the lines became highly 
inbred. But mutations influencing the characters under observation 
have been obtained in the selection experiments of Castle and Phillips 
(1914), Morgan (Morgan, Sturtevant, Muller, and Bridges, 1915, 
p. 205), Lutz (1911), and those reported in this paper (p. 31). 

Apparently, then, selection produces its effects chiefly through 
isolation of factors already present, but occasionally available muta- 
tions do arise during the course of the experiment. 

2. Does selection cause mutations, or influence their direction? 

The usual selection experiment consists in breeding from individuals 
that are extreme in some respect. This extreme character may be 
environmental in origin, or it may be caused by germinal differences. 
In the first case, no geneticist is likely seriously to maintain that selec- 
tion will have any effect whatever. In case the extreme character 
is germinal in origin, selection will of course be effective in eliminating 
certain genetic types. Moreover, given a combination of genes that 
produce the character in a certain degree, we are evidently in a better 
position to reach a further stage than if we have the character less well 
developed. For how long a tail will be when it gains an inch evidently 
depends on how long it was before it gained that inch. But it seems 
incomprehensible that selection of individuals of a constitution favor- 

lEvidence derived from forms that reproduce asexually is also available in studying this 
question, for such reproduction commonly prevents recombination, and therefore gives results 
comparable with those obtained from homozygous strains. Some of the evidence obtained from 
studies on asexually produced Protozoa (e. g., Calkins and Gregory, 1913; Jennings, 1916; Middle- 
ton, 1915) has shown that selection may be very successful in changing such forms. But it is 

very doubtful if these animals are comparable with the Metazoa in the method of distribution 

of their chromatin. It seems not improbable that in some cases recombination may here be 

possible in asexual reproduction. 
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able to the development of a given character can make more likely 
the occurrence of factorial variations affecting that character, or 
variations affecting it in a given direction. As a matter of fact, there 
is no evidence for such a conclusion. The occurrence of mutations is 
ordinarily such an extremely rare phenomenon that it would be very 
difficult to obtain statistically significant data in the matter. More- 
over, when one is selecting for a character, one is examining his animals 
or plants for that character with unusual care, so that any mutations 
in that character are very likely to be observed and tested, provided 
they are in the direction in which selection is being carried out. It 
follows from these considerations that extremely careful controls are re- 
quired before any data on these questions can have any significance. 

3. Are variations more likely to occur in the locus of the gene under observation, 
or in other loci? 

In Drosophila over 25 different and independent mutant factors affect 
the color of the eye. In mice there are 7 or more independent factors 
affecting coat-color. According to Little (1915) there are 2 and prob- 
ably 3 independently segregating factors that affect spotting in these 
animals. There are at least 14 and probably more definite genes (in 
different loci) that affect bristle number in Drosophila, not counting 
the “modifying factors” studied by MacDowell and the writer. 

In view of these and many similar facts, it is certain that changes 
in a given character may be brought about by changes in many differ- 
ent parts of the germ-plasm. If selection of a given mutant race, say 
hooded rats or Dichet Drosophila, is likely to cause or to isolate muta- 
tions in the gene that differentiates that race from the normal type 
(t. e., the hooded factor or the Dichet factor) rather than in any other 
factors, it follows that mutant allelomorphs must be more variable 
than ‘‘normal” ones. For, by analogy with mice, hooded rats are 
homozygous for the normal allelomorphs of several possible factors 
affecting spotting; and Dichet flies are certainly homozygous for the 
normal allelomorphs of at least 13 mutant factors that affect bristle 
number. It may be true that mutant factors are on the average more 
variable than their normal allelomorphs; but no evidence to that 
effect is at hand; and owing to the great difficulty of statistical treat- 
ment of the frequency of mutations alluded to above, such evidence 
will be very difficult to obtain.! 

In the absence of such evidence, it is more probable that variations 
will appear in other factors, since there are many of them to vary, 
but commonly only one that is responsible for the difference under 
observation. That changes of the one factor itself may occur in selec- 
tion experiments, however, has been shown by Castle (Castle and 
Wright, 1916) and the writer (p. 31). It does not follow that selection 
has caused these variations or that they are more likely to occur than 
are variations in other factors. 

1Evidence has been obtained by Emerson (1917), who used unusually favorable material, 
that shows clearly that different allelomorphs may at times differ greatly in their mutability. 
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CONTAMINATION OF ALLELOMORPHS. 

When two races that differ in quantitative characters are crossed, 
it is frequently observed that F, is fairly uniform, and that F, shows 
an increase in variability together with the production of forms inter- 
mediate between the parent races and often different from the F,. 
There are two current methods of accounting for these cases: 

(1) The two races are assumed to have differed in a number of 
Mendelian factors affecting the character in question. The observed 
result is then explained as due to the recombinations of these factors. 

(2) The two races are assumed to have differed in only one factor 
affecting the character in question, and the new types observed in F, 
are supposed to be due to ‘‘contamination”’ in the F, hybrid, that is, 
allelomorphs present in the heterozygote are supposed to have influ- 
enced each other, so that they do not come out unchanged. 

The fundamental principle of the first explanation—that more 
than one factor may influence the same character—is admitted by 
all Mendelians. But many of the adherents of that explanation are 
unwilling to admit that ‘‘contamination of allelomorphs” has ever 
been experimentally demonstrated. Let us then examine the evi- 
dence that is brought forward in support of that assumption. 

The following quotations are the chief ones bearing on the ques- 
tion that I have been able to find in recent literature: 

“The currently accepted explanation (of size inheritance), which its 
supporters choose to call ‘Mendelian,’ rests upon the idea of gametic purity 
in Mendelian crosses. It assumes that Mendelian unit-characters are un- 
changeable and unvarying, and that when they seem to vary this is due to a 
modifying action of other unit-characters (or factors) . . .. The idea 
of unit-character constancy is a pure assumption. In numerous cases unit- 
character inconstancy has been clearly shown, as in the plumage and toe 
characters of poultry according to the observations of Bateson and Daven- 
port, and the coat-characters and toe-characters of guinea-pigs in my own 
observations. Unit-character inconstancy is the rule rather than the ex- 
ception.” (Castle, 1916), p. 209.) 
“|. . I have shown in numerous specific cases that when unlike 

gametes are brought together in a zygote they mutually influence each other; 
they partially blend, so that after separation they are less different than they 
were before. The fact remains to be accounted for that partial blending does 
occur (1) when polydactyl guinea-pigs are crossed with normals (Castle, 
1906); (2) when long-haired guinea-pigs are crossed with short-haired ones 
(Castle and Forbes, 1906); and (3) when spotted guinea-pigs or rats are 
crossed with those not spotted (MacCurdy and Castle, 1907). Davenport 
has furnished numerous instances of the same thing in poultry; indeed, he has 
shown that “imperfection of dominance” and of segregation are the rule rather 
than the exception in Mendelian crosses in poultry.” (Castle, 1916d, p. 253.) 
“| | . The English unit-character had changed quantitatively in trans- 

mission from father to son. This seems to us conclusive evidence against 
the idea of unit-character constancy, or ‘gametic purity.’”’ (Castle and 
Hadley, 1915.) . 
«|. We are often puzzled by the failure of a parental type to reappear 

in its completeness after a cross—the merino sheep or the fantail pigeon, for 
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example. These exceptions may still be plausibly ascribed to the inter- 
ference of a multitude of factors, a suggestion not easy to disprove; though it 
seems to me equally likely that segregation has been in reality imperfect.” 
(Bateson, 1914.) 

Fractionation is referred to by Bateson in this same paper as prob- 
ably due to imperfect segregation. Illustrations are Dutch rabbit 
and Picotee and other sweet peas. (See p. 298.) 

“ Accordingly we seem limited to the conclusion that a slowly blending 
gene is involved in the cross between early flowering and late flowering peas, 
that the blending after one generation of heterozygosis may be small in 
amount, but after three generations it is in the majority of cases practically 
complete, so that the commonest ‘constant’ class in the entire hybrid popula- 
tion is one strictly intermediate between the modes of the parental varieties. 
This interpretation is entirely in harmony with the observed modification 
through crossing of many Mendelizing characters, as observed by Daven- 
port, Bateson, and many others in poultry, guinea-pigs, swine, and other 
animals, as well as in plants.”” (Castle, 1916b, p. 215.) 

Hayes (1917) states on the basis of his experiments with variegated 
maize: 

. . One might conclude that certain heterozygous combinations 
produce germinal instability which exhibits itself either as imperfect segrega- 
tion, gametic contamination, or sporophytic variation.” 

In these quotations the following cases have been cited as evidence 
in favor of contamination, and therefore calling for investigation :! 

1. Polydactyl guinea-pigs (Castle, 1906). 6. Merino sheep. 
2. Long-haired guinea-pigs (Castle and | 7. Fantail pigeons. 

Forbes, 1906). 8. Dutch rabbits. 
3. Spotted guinea-pigs and rats (MacCurdy | 9. Picotee and other types of sweet peas. 

and Castle, 1907). 10. Flowering time in peas (Hoshino, 1915). 
4. English rabbits (Castleand Hadley, 1915). | 11. Unspecified case in swine. 
5. Poultry, plumage and toe characters |12. Variegated pericarp in maize (Hayes, 

(Bateson and Davenport). 1917). 

Before we can discuss some of these cases intelligently it is neces- 
sary that we make sure what Castle means by the terms “‘gametic 
purity” and “‘unit-character.” Unless these terms are understood 
in such a way as to eliminate from consideration the idea of recombina- 
tion of independent factors there is, of course, nothing to discuss. 
If by gametic impurity or inconstancy of unit-characters is meant that 
recombination of modifying factors occurs, the existence of such phe- 
nomena must be granted at once—this is, in fact, the main contention 
of the school of ‘‘pure line” advocates or ‘‘mutationists.”’ I think the 
two following quotations from Castle are sufficient to show that there 
need be no disagreement on the question of defining these terms: 

““What we want to get at, if possible, is the objective difference between one 
germ-cell and another, as evidenced by its effect upon the zygote, and it is 

1The rough-coated guinea-pig was formerly cited (e. g., Castle and Phillips, 1914), but is now 
never used. This is because Wright (Castle and Wright, 1916) has shown the results to be due 
to multiple factors. 
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the constancy or inconstancy of these objective differences that I am dis- 
cussing. If these are quantitatively changeable from generation to genera- 
tion, then change in the variability of the zygote composing a generation 
might arise without factorial recombinations.’’! (Castle, 19142.) 

“The head, the hand, the stomach, stomach-digestion, these are not unit- 
characters so far as any one knows. But if a race without hands were to 
arise and this should Mendelize in crosses with normal races, then we should 
speak of a unit-character or unit-factor for ‘hands,’ loss of which or variation 
in which had produced the abnormal race. But in so doing we should refer 
not to the hand as an anatomical part of the body nor to the thousand and 
one factors concerned in its production, but merely to one hypothetical factor 
to which we assign the failure of the hand to develop in a particular case. 
It is immaterial whether we call this a wnit-character or unit-factor or use both 
terms interchangeably . . . . .” (Castle, 1916), p. 100.) 

1. PotypactyL GuINEA-PIGs. 

The most extensive data on this case are apparently in the paper 
(Castle, 1906) cited in the quotation already given. The extra-toe 
character was at first irregular in appearance, but was improved by 
selection. In five generations, without very close inbreeding, a practi- 
cally uniform race was obtained. When crosses to normal were made, 
the F, results varied from nearly all normal to nearly all polydactylous. 
F, contained both normal and extra-toed individuals. It is pointed 
out by Castle in this paper that the results are very similar to those 
obtained by Bateson from polydactylous fowls. Bateson’s comment 
on that case is given below. 

In the absence of any definite data regarding F, counts, the case 
as reported is entirely explicable on the multiple-factor view. Castle 
himself said of it, five years after the publication of the above paper: 

“An alternative explanation is possible, viz., that the development of the 
fourth toe depends upon the inheritance of several independent factors, and 
that the more of these there are present, the better will the structure be 
developed. The correctness of such an interpretation must be tested by 
further investigation.” (Castle, 1911, p. 101, footnote.) 

So far as I have discovered, such further investigations have not 
yet been reported, although five years later this case is listed as No. 1 
among those that demonstrate contamination of allelomorphs. 

2. LONG-HAIRED GUINEA-Pias. 

The reference given for this case (Castle and Forbes, 1906) seems 
to contain the most recent and complete data regarding it. 
Angora guinea-pigs appeared in a short-haired stock, apparently 

as segregated recessives. On crossing to short and extracting, there 
were produced some animals of intermediate hair-length, and some 
unusual ratios. But similar intermediates appeared in another strain 
of shorts, apparently uncrossed with angoras, thus making it highly 
probable that we are dealing here with a factor already present in the 

Italics mine. 
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race, and not produced by the cross of angoraXshort. The unusual 
ratios are based on quite small numbers, and the authors admit that 
there are difficulties in separation of the three classes, apparently 
due to overlapping. Moreover, we are given the results only in total, 
not from each mating separately. 

Castle himself has said of this case: “‘ . . . a single unit-character 
is concerned. Crosses in such cases involve no necessary change in 
the race, but only the continuance within it of two sharply alternative 
conditions.”” (Castle, 1911, p. 39.) 

3. SpotreD GuINEA-Pics AND Rats. 

The reference given for these cases is MacCurdy and Castle (1907). 
I am unable to find in that paper any evidence regarding guinea-pigs 
that bears on the question of contamination. Nothing but selection 
experiments are reported. There is, so far as I am aware, no evidence 
of significance in this connection in the more recent literature on 
spotting in guinea-pigs. 

The evidence referred to from rats is apparently that obtained from 
crosses between hooded and Irish races. Hooded rats extracted 
from such crosses had more extensive colored areas than the uncrossed 
hooded rats. The data given by Castle and Phillips (1914) and ana- 
lyzed by MacDowell (1916) show that this is true only when the hooded 
race is a ‘‘minus” one. The “‘plus” hooded race becomes less pig- 
mented when crossed to Irish (or to self). MacDowell has shown that 
these results conform very closely to the expectations based on the 
multiple-factor view. 

The later evidence on the case of the hooded rat is discussed else- 
where in this paper. 

4. EnetisH Rassits. 

The data for this case are contained in two papers (Castle and 
Hadley, 1915a, 19156), in each of which the full presentation is made. 
The spotting of the English rabbit is a dominant character and is 
somewhat variable. A single heterozygous male, of the grade desig- 
nated 2, was mated to a number of Belgian hares. 187 English young 
were produced, of mean grade 2.43, and of these F, English, a buck of 
grade 3.75 (only one F, English was of higher grade), was then mated 
to the same Belgian hare females. 189 English young, of mean grade 
2.92, were produced. 

This case presents no difficulties for the multiple-factor view, since 
no evidence is given that indicates the original English buck to have 
been homozygous for all modifying factors, or that prevents us from 
supposing the Belgian mother of the F, buck to have transmitted more 
plus modifiers to him than were present in his father. Under the 
circumstances, it would have been very surprising if the two lots of 
young had been of the same mean grade. 
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5. PLumMace AND Tor CHARACTERS IN PouLtry. 

We are referred to the observations of Bateson and Davenport 
for these cases. In one instance it is stated that Davenport has shown 
that “imperfection of dominance” and of segregation are the rule in 
poultry. The question of imperfection of dominance is not apropos 
in this connection. As Castle has said, regarding another case: 

“. , , . if black is crossed with brown, the crossbreds are apt to develop 
in their coats more brown pigment granules than do homozygous or pure 
blacks. Nevertheless, we have no reason to question the entire purity of 
the gametes, both dominant and recessive, formed by such cross-bred black 
animals. It is the dominance, not the segregation, which is imperfect.” 
(Castle, 1911, p. 91.) 

That F, results do not bear on the question has been shown by 
Bateson (1909), who says with regard to polydactylous fowls: 

“It might be pointed out that when, as in these examples, the abnormal 
result is clearly perceptible in F,, no question arises as to the occurrence of 
an imperfect segregation. The peculiarity is evidently zygotic, and is caused 
either by some feature of zygotic organization, or by the influence of external 
circumstances.” (Bateson, 1909, p. 251.) 

Moreover, in any case involving irregularities in dominance, im- 
perfect segregation in crosses between different breeds would be very 
difficult to demonstrate. 

6. Merino SHEEP. 

No reference to the data in this case are given. I have been unable 
to discover anything more definite than a few general statements by 
practical breeders regarding the effects of crossing Merinos. 

Bateson admits, in the passage quoted above, that this and the 
next case ‘‘may be ascribed to the interference of a multitude of 
factors.” 

7. Fantatt PIGEONS. 

This case has been studied by Morgan (Morgan, Sturtevant, Muller, 
and Bridges, 1915, p. 186). The fantail type did not reappear in the 
comparatively small F, generation, but individuals not far from the 
fantail were obtained; and when the F; hybrids were mated to fan- 
tails, several of the offspring fell within the range of the fantail race. 
Bateson’s ‘‘failure of a parental type to reappear in its completeness 
after a cross” is, then, scarcely applicable to this case. 

8 anp 9. DutcH Rassits AND Cases IN Sweet Peas. FRAcTIONATION. 

These are the specific cases cited as illustrations of Bateson’s theory 
of “fractionation” or ‘‘subtraction stages,’ of which he states that 
‘it is to be inferred that these fractional degradations are the con- 
sequences of irregularities in segregation.”” In the case of the sweet 
pea, Bateson has pointed out that white flowers and the extreme dark 
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flowers of the deep purple Black Prince were among the earliest varia- 
tions to appear, while the intermediate forms have arisen later, as he 
suggests by fractionation. It would seem to follow that they have 
arisen in heterozygous forms, for otherwise the fact that the larger 
variants appeared first would be of no significance. There is, I think, 
no evidence to show that the later variations did actually arise in 
heterozygous forms, either in sweet peas or in rabbits. These factors 
are all inherited separately, and this fact would seem to rule them 
out of consideration if one adopts the chromosome theory of inheritance 
or if one appeals to multiple allelomorphs as evidence in favor of the 
variability of genes. In short, we have no evidence regarding the 
origin of these forms, and their present behavior seems to indicate 
that they are not due to fractionation. The only evidence in favor 
of such a hypothesis is the somatic appearance of the characters. 

10. FLowrerina Time IN Pzas. 

Castle (19162, p. 324) has summarized this case as follows: 

“Hoshino (1) recognizes that gametic contamination results from cross- 
ing early and late flowering varieties; (2) recognizes also that variation may 
occur among the cross-bred families, as well as in different pure lines of the 
uncrossed races, as regards the ‘quality,’ value, or potency of the same gene; 
(8) although Hoshino does not refer to the fact, his observations show clearly 
that genetic variation of a gradual or fluctuating sort occurs in at least one 
of the varieties which he crossed. 
“  . . . What I want to suggest is that in these several agencies we 

have a sufficient explanation of the variation observed in Hoshino’s F:, F;, 
and F, generations, without invoking a two-factor hypothesis (as Hoshino 
has done), one factor being enough.” 

Castle’s argument is that a difference in one pair of genes is sufficient 
to account for the result, if contamination be assumed; and that one 
difference is a simpler assumption than two. I have argued here that 
such an assumption is not simpler, unless we can find positive evidence 
that contamination ever occurs. In the present case, then, we must 
turn to the evidence that led Hoshino to suppose contamination to 
have occurred. 

Hoshino crossed an early-flowering pea and a late-flowering one. 
The F, was nearly as late as the late parent; F,, obtained by self- 
fertilizing F,, approximated fairly closely to 3 late: 1 early, but the 
two classes were somewhat more variable than the corresponding 
parent varieties, and apparently overlapped slightly. Hoshino self- 
fertilized 236 of these F, plants and obtained 46 families that he 
classified as constant, 7. e., supposedly homozygous. This is a fair 
approximation to the 1 in 4 expected if two pairs of genes are respon- 
sible for the result. Hoshino shows that two pairs of genes will, in fact, 
account for most of the results obtained. There are certain facts not 
thus accounted for, but Hoshino shows (p. 265) that “secondary”’ 
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modifiers (7. e., modifiers producing only small effects) will account 
for all these facts, with a single exception. Three families were ob- 
tained from F, plants that must, on the two-factor view, have been 
of the same constitution. These plants were heterozygous for one 
pair of genes only. They produced, in Fy, the same type of later 
constant (homozygous) families, but differed slightly in the flowering 
times of the earlier constant families produced. According to Ho- 
shino’s view, if the earlier types differed the later ones should have 
differed in the same direction, because they must have received the 
same “‘secondary modifiers.’”” This objection is not valid, for specific 
modifiers that act only in the presence of certain other genes are well 
known (see especially Bridges, 1916), and are sufficient to account 
for the differences observed. This argument is the only one that 
Hoshino gives to support his conclusion that contamination must 
have occurred. We must then conclude that the case does not furnish 
positive evidence for contamination, since it is explicable without re- 
course to that hypothesis. 

11. UNnspeciFIED CasE IN SWINE. 

This case is cited by Castle (1916), p. 215), but no references or 
authorities are given. It appears, however, from the legend under fig- 
ure 93 (opposite p. 139) that the belted character is the one referred to. 
The only data bearing on this case that I have found are presented by 
Spillman (1907), and consist of information supplied largely by prac- 
tical swine-breeders. Spillman himself interpreted the case as one in 
which two factor-pairs are involved. The data also suggest the pos- 
sibility that we are dealing with a case of “‘imperfect dominance”’ simi- 
lar to those in poultry. At best, the data are meager and indefinite. 

12. VarigecatTep Prricare IN Maize. 

The paper of Hayes (1917) referred to above should be studied 
in connection with those of Emerson, particularly his full paper (Emer- 
son, 1917), dealing with the same character. These two workers have 
shown that there is a remarkable series of multiple allelomorphs in 
this case, and Emerson has shown very clearly that some of these 
allelomorphs mutate quite frequently—the only established instance 
of the sort. 

1We are not here directly concerned with Castle’s contention that Hoshino’s results prove 
the effectiveness of selection within a pure line. I can not, however, refrain from a few comments 
on that contention. Castle states (1916a, p. 324), in connection with the differences in flowering- 
time between the offspring of early and late flowering sister-plants: ‘‘From long experience in 
studies of rats with such small differences as are here indicated I have no hesitation in concluding 
that fluctuating variation of genetic significance is here in evidence.’’ One wonders how ex- 
perience in dealing with differences in pigmentation in rats can give an observer special ability 
in determining by inspection the significance of three-tenths of a day difference in the flowering 
time of peas. With respect to Castle’s calculations from Hoshino’s data, it may be pointed 
out that the greatest favorable difference recorded, 1.27 days, is incorrect, and should read 0.26 
day. In view of the fact that there is no guarantee that the material used was homozygous, 
I have thought it scarcely worth while to recalculate all the differences, or to determine their 
probable errors; but it is certain that the probable error of each difference is of the same order of 
magnitude as the average difference itself, 7. e., about 0.3 day. 
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Hayes has, by selection from a mixed population, established four 
different grades of variegation (including self-colored and colorless) 
that breed true and that represent four allelomorphs. The two in- 
termediate types, ‘‘mosaic” and ‘‘pattern,” are the ones of special 
interest in the present connection. When these two types were 
crossed, the mosaic type was dominant, but there was an increase in 
variability in F, and some individuals with more pigment than either 
parent were obtained. The parent races had been selfed and selected 
for about six generations before the cross was made. In view of the 
great amount of heterozygosis that seems to be normally present in 
maize, and the large number of chromosome pairs (20?), this seems to 
be hardly sufficient to make certain that both races were pure for their 
modifiers. The increased variability of F, is therefore not surprising; 
and that phenomenon would of course be expected to be followed by 
a still greater increase in variability in F,. Such an increase was, in 
fact, observed, and is the chief basis for Hayes’s conclusion that con- 
tamination may occur. The data are not sufficient to demonstrate 
that new allelomorphs arise more often in heterozygotes than in homo- 
zygotes; and even if it be shown that they do so, it does not follow that 
there has been contamination of allelomorphs. There are too many 
unknown factors involved in the production of these new allelomorphs 
for such a conclusion to be valid without very careful controls. 

It appears from the foregoing review that the cases cited as illustra- 
tions of contamination of allelomorphs or imperfect segregation are 
all explicable on the multiple-factor view, or rest on extremely indefinite 
data. 

One series of data bearing on the question has been presented in 
this paper (p. 32), and has been interpreted as giving evidence against 
contamination. Three other cases have been worked out by Muller 
(1916) and Marshall and Muller (1917). Muller kept three mutant 
characters of Drosophila in heterozygous condition for about 75 
generations. The factors were kept constantly in flies heterozygous 
for their normal allelomorphs, so that the characters remained unseen 
for a long time. 

Muller extracted one of these characters (dachs) from this stock, 
and measured the tarsi, using the length of thorax as a standard of 
comparison. Dachs flies are characterized by shortened tarsi; and 
the flies from the heterozygous stock were found to have tarsi actually 
a trifle shorter than those found in a stock that had been kept pure for 
dachs. This result was not very conclusive, chiefly because it was 
based on a very few flies. 

Marshall and Muller made much more extensive studies with the 
wing characters, curved and balloon, derived from the same heterozy- 
gous stock. They obtained a similar result; the wings were no nearer 
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the normal than were those of curved and of balloon flies that had been 
kept in pure stocks. These results, taken in connection with the data 
presented above for bristle number in flies from lines heterozygous 
for Dichet, furnish definite evidence against contamination of allelo- 
morphs in heterozygous forms. 

CasTLe’s EXPERIMENTS WITH HoopeEp Rats. 

Perhaps the best known selection experiment is that carried out by 
Castle and various collaborators (Castle and Phillips, 1914, Castle 
and Wright, 1916, etc.) with hooded rats. The theoretical conclu- 
sions reached by Castle are not in agreement with those arrived at 
by various other investigators, including the author, although for the 
most part the data obtained are very similar. Castle’s results have 
been discussed by Muller (1914a) and MacDowell (1916), who have 

shown in detail that all the data known to them were explainable on 

the multiple-factor view, without recourse to such hypotheses as 

contamination of factors or production of factorial variations by selec- 

tion. One point has, I think, not been sufficiently emphasized by 

them, namely, that the rat experiments are hard to evaluate properly 
until we are in possession of more accurate data regarding the pedi- 
grees. Since these two criticisms were written, Castle (Castle and 
Wright, 1916) has given some additional data, which he has used, 
in a reply (Castle, 1917) to MacDowell’s paper, as arguments against 
the latter’s conclusions. 

With regard to the question of pedigrees, to take up these ques- 
tions in order, the main point on which information is desired is: 
How closely inbred were the rats, both before and after the beginning 
of the selection experiment? The following quotations contain most 
of the available evidence on this matter: 

“Since the entire stock is descended from a very few individuals (less than 
a dozen), and we have at no time hesitated to mate together brother and 
sister, provided they varied in the same direction, but have always used the 
most extreme individuals (plus or minus) which were available, to mate 
with each other, it follows that very close inbreeding must have occurred 
throughout the experiment.”’ (Castle, 1914b.) 

“Tt is impossible for a colony of 33,000 rats to be produced from an original 
stock of less than a dozen animals, with constant breeding together of these 
which are alike in appearance and pedigree, and with continuous selection of 
extremes in two opposite directions, without the production of pedigrees 
which in the course of each selection experiment interlock generation after 
generation and finally become in large part identical with each other. This 
has been repeatedly verified in individual cases, but is incapable of a more 
generalized statement or of demonstration in generalized form. At least I 
am unable to devise such demonstration.”’ (Castle, 1916d.) 

Elsewhere (Castle and Phillips, 1914, p. 20) it is stated that part 
of the original stock consisted in a mixed lot of trapped rats that “had 

probably arisen by the crossing of an escaped albino rat with wild 
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ones.” We do not know where the rest of the stock came from, and 
we do not know how the animals used to start the selection experi- 
ments were derived from these sources. We do not know how many 
individuals were used to start the selection experiment; and we do not 
know anything as to the relationship between the rats in the two series 
(plus and minus). And, finally, we have only very indefinite data 
as to what system of breeding was followed during the experiment. 
All this information is very much needed, if we are to know how to 
interpret the results. It is conceivable that each series was split up 
into a number of separate lines, and that these have been crossed 
from time to time. Such a system would result in bringing together 
modifying factors more slowly than would a system of very close in- 
breeding. It is, of course, very improbable that any such system has 
been followed; and such an assumption is by no means necessary for 
a multiple-factor interpretation of the results. But definite informa- 
tion is very desirable, as is indicated by an analogous case. 

In connection with certain work that the writer has been carrying 
on with Mr. J. W. Gowen, pedigrees of the two famous thorough- 
bred race-horses, Sysonby and Artful, have been tabulated. These 
pedigrees are both practically complete for 10 ancestral generations. 
They constitute a fair random sample of pedigrees in the breed, for 
Sysonby was of pure English blood, while Artful had many American- 
bred ancestors. The two pedigrees show no name in common until 
we reach the fifth ancestral generation. In that generation there are 
three names that appear in both pedigrees. But by the time we reach 
the tenth ancestral generation, approximately 90 per cent of the 1,024 
names in Artful’s pedigree appear also in the first ten generations of 
Sysonby’s pedigree. And the result would certainly be even more 
striking if the pedigrees were studied for a few more generations, or 
if two English-bred horses were compared. Here, then, we have a 
clear case of ‘‘interlocking” pedigrees. Yet in spite of the long in- 
breeding (12 to 20 or more generations, with scarcely any out-crosses) 
which the breed has undergone, there are still a large number of bay 
or brown and of chestnut race-horses, besides a few grays and blacks. 
Of the four Mendelian factor pairs (see Sturtevant, 1912) for which 
the race was originally heterozygous, it has become homogeneous only 
in that the roan factor has been eliminated.1 Clearly, selection for 
any one of the colors now present would still be effective in eliminating 
the others. The breed, which we may suppose to be inbred to some- 
thing like the same degree as Castle’s hooded rats, is still very far 
from a “‘pure line.” 

The new data presented by Castle and not taken up by MacDowell 
consist of two points: The crosses of extracted hoodeds (from plus 

1Even in the early days roan race-horses were not at all common. Both roan and gray have 
been selected against. 
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race Xwild) to wild, and the relations of the ‘‘mutant”’ series to the 
selected series. 
When the plus race was crossed to wild, and F, hoodeds were ex- 

tracted, it was found that in these extracted animals the mean grade 
was lighter (less “‘plus’’) than that of their selected grandparents. 
This, as MacDowell pointed out, is the expectation on the multiple- 
factor view. But Castle now states that when these extracted hoodeds 
are again crossed to wild, and hooded is extracted once more, the 
twice-extracted hoodeds are about midway in mean gradebetween 
their extracted grandparents and the uncrossed plus race. As he says, 
the wild race might have been expected to bring these animals still 
farther away from the plus race if modifying factors were involved. 
Evidently it is very important that we know as much as possible about 
the wild rats used in these experiments, in order that we may know 
what they were likely to carry in the way of modifying factors. These 
rats, we are told, all came from the same stock, which was trapped at 
the Bussey Institution in large numbers and was reared for two gen- 
erations in the laboratory. ‘In making the second set of crosses, the 
extracted individual has, wherever possible, been crossed with its own 
wild grandparent.”” An examination of the table given shows that 
not more than 102 of the 256 twice-extracted hoodeds can have been 
produced in this way, unless individuals of the same sex were mated 
together. Just how many of the 102, and which ones, does ‘‘ wherever 
possible” include? How many wild rats were used in the original 
crosses? These questions are important, because it is evident from 
a study of the data that the result emphasized by Castle is due almost 
entirely to the descendants of one original plus-line female; 41 of the 
73 once-extracted hoodeds were F;’s from this female; and their mean 
grade was 3.05, as against 3.3 for the remaining F,’s, and 3.17 for the 
generation as a whole. The twice-extracted hoodeds tracing to this 
female were of mean grade 3.47, while those from the other original 
hoodeds were again of approximately grade 3.3. Further data re- 
garding the pedigree and other descendants of the mates of this female 
and of her grandchildren are very much needed. Informe tion regard- 
ing the ancestry of the female herself would also be interesting. 

It should also be pointed out that this case, accepted at its face value, 
is difficult to explain on the view that the hooded-rat results are pro- 
duced solely by variations in the hooded factor itself. On that view 
the changes brought about by crossing are usually referred to con- 
tamination of the factors in the heterozygote. But that interpretation 
leaves entirely unexplained the results of the first cross to wild. If 
the hooded factor is contaminated by its allelomorph, the once- 
extracted hoodeds should be darker than their grandparents, whereas 
in reality they are lighter, as would be expected on the multiple-factor 
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view. Castle has met this objection in the following manner (Castle 
and Wright, 1916): 

“This suggests the idea that that loss (of ‘plus’ character) may have been 
due to physiological causes non-genetic in character, such as produce in- 
creased size in racial crosses; for among guinea-pigs (as among certain plants) 
it has been found that F, has an increased size due to vigor produced by 
crossing and not due to heredity at all. This increased size persists partially 
in F,, but for the most part is not in evidence beyond F;. I would not sug- 
gest that the present case is parallel with this, but it seems quite possible 
that similar non-genetic agencies are concerned in the striking regression of 
the first F, and the subsequent reversed regression in the second F».”’ 

This comparison seems to me to be rather far-fetched, and I am 
quite unable to understand the hypothesis of ‘‘non-genetic physiologi- 
cal causes.” That they are “physiological” is, of course, obvious; 
but they depend for their appearance on the pedigree of the animal, 
and they are persistent to F,, so why ‘‘non-genetic”? The results 
from size crosses are entirely explicable on the basis of Mendelian 
modifying factors, so why need one appeal to vague “‘non-genetic,” 
yet transmissible, factors? And is not such an appeal, in principle, 
an appeal to modifying factors? It certainly involves the assump- 
tion that the grade depends on transmissible material other than the 
hooded factor itself. 

In the tenth generation of Castle’s plus selection series there ap- 
peared two rats of considerably higher grade than any individuals 
of that series previously recorded. These individuals were shown 
(Castle and Phillips, 1914, pp. 26-31) to differ from the plus race by 
a single dominant factor. This has been taken by MacDowell to 
indicate that a new modifying factor arose by mutation. But Castle 
has now presented evidence indicating that the mutation occurred 
in the hooded locus itself. When homozygous ‘‘ mutants” were crossed 
to wild rats, F, consisted in self-colored rats and rats of the same grade 
as the mutant series—no hooded individuals. (Castle and Wright, 
1916.) Castle (1916) concludes from this evidence: ‘“‘This serves 
to confirm the general conclusion that throughout the entire series 
of experiments with the hooded pattern of rats we are dealing with 
quantitative variations in one and the same genetic factor.”’ Now, 
the ‘‘mutant”’ variation differs from the other results obtained by 
Castle in two respects: It appeared suddenly, as a definite and very 
slightly variable character, and it fails, when crossed to self, to give 
normal hooded in F;. Because of the first point, it is probable that 
it arose during the experiment as a new variation; because of the sec- 
ond, it is probable that it is a variation in the hooded factor itself. 
Since these conclusions as to its nature are based entirely on the points 
in which it differs from the remainder of the results, it is difficult to 
see how Castle’s case for these results is in any way improved. On 
the contrary, if this is the behavior to be expected of a new variation 
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arising in the hooded factor, then the “mutant” variation is evidently 
the only case of that sort that Castle has reported. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

That many characters may be influenced by more than one pair of 
genes has long been recognized, and this is the essence of the multiple- 
factor view. That genes exist which require the action of other genes 
before they produce visible effects has also been long known. Further- 
more, that there are genes which produce very slight visible effects 
is now another commonplace. Given these three facts, and the 
hypothesis (which is supported by much specific evidence) that most 
races are heterozygous for a number of such genes is all that is re- 
quired to complete the conception that is held by most adherents of 
the view that multiple factors or modifying genes are responsible for 
the results of selection. 

In specific cases, the existence of definite modifying genes has been 
demonstrated by Dexter, Bridges, Muller and Altenburg, and the 
author. All other data in question fit in with the view that selection 
ordinarily acts only by isolating modifiers. 

Modification of factors by selection, crossing, fractionation, or 
similar means is undemonstrated in any given case, and has been 
shown not to occur in other cases that are typical of the results usually 
obtained. Factors do change, and more than two forms are possible 
for certain loci; but there is no known method of inducing such changes, 
and they are ordinarily quite rare and definite. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) Dichet is a dominant character, the gene being lethal when 
homozygous (yellow-mouse case). The gene is in the third chromo- 
some. 

(2) Dichet flies are more variable in bristle number than are not- 
Dichets. This variability is partly environmental, partly genetic. 

(3) Selection was effective in isolating both plus and minus Dichet 
lines. 

(4) A cross between two separate inbred plus lines gave no increase 
in variability and no increase in parent-offspring correlation. There- 
fore the two lines were presumably of very similar constitution, though 
independent in origin. 

(5) A cross between an inbred plus line and an inbred minus line 
gave the results characteristic of such crosses—increased variability 
in F, and increased parent-offspring correlation. 

(6) Linkage tests demonstrated that modifying genes exist in the 
selected lines. Several lines were shown to differ in one or more sec- 
ond-chromosome modifiers, and at least one of these modifiers was 
shown to cross over from the speck gene. 
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(7) In one case at least one third-chromosome modifier was shown 
to exist and to cross over from Dichet, which must lie to the left of it. 

(8) Two third-chromosome lethals were obtained. These were 
shown to be new mutations, not due to fractionation of the Dichet 
gene. 

(9) A new allelomorph of Dichzt, called Extended, appeared in a 
plus selected line. It is argued that this mutation was not due to 
fractionation of the Dichet gene, and was not influenced by the selec- 
tion that was carried on. 

(10) Another character, somatically indistinguishable from Ex- 
tended, was shown to be due to a recessive second-chromosome gene. 

(11) A study of unselected Dichets, and of the not-Dichets pro- 
duced by long-continued mating together of Dichzts, is shown to fur- 
nish evidence against the view that allelomorphs are contaminated in 
heterozygotes. 

(12) A general discussion of the selection problem is divided into 
three parts: (a) an attempt is made to clear up certain current mis- 
understandings and disagreements as to what questions are really at 
issue; (b) cases cited as evidence for contamination of allelomorphs 
are discussed in detail, and the conclusion is drawn that contamina- 
tion is unproved and is an unnecessary hypothesis, with some direct 
evidence against it; (c) certain specific objections are raised to argu- 
ments made by Castle on the basis of his experiments with hooded 
rats. 
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2362 

F,; 2132 

Parents. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Grade. a 

ck lelelelelele/sl|alelelelelelalele| 3 
| a) Oe 
7 | 7 | 2013 aei[lesre| LP Bho ds] 6) Ol ees dbeccaed 15 
7 | 7 | 2027 ...[ 2]...] 7] 8] 19} 25) 3)...). 64 
6 | 7 | 2013 2]...] 1) 6) 3) 23) 17]...] 1f.. 53 
7 | 6 | 2060 -.-{ 2) 1) 8} 6) 20) 31) 4)...).. 72 
6 | 6 | 2062 eee] 1... 8) 2) 21) 13) 2) 2).. 44 
71 6 | 2098 ly 3) 3) 6 8] 16) 10) 1) 2/.. 50 
6 | 7 | 2105 ee) Descfess| 2) 12) 2) 2s elec 18 
6 | 7 | 2029 dirstas| ec 1j...] 14) 14) 5) 3)... 37 

6 | 6} 2132 oils suavall us 1) 3) 27) 25) 4)...].. 60 
7 | 6 | 2167 eel ee eofeeefe.-] LT] 14} 9} 6) 8)...]...) 38 
6 | 7 | 2180 ital ae Seal 1]... /425]...) T1]...] 32]...] 28 
6 | 7 | 2219 F 1). 2) 4) 9) 12) 2) 1)... .| 31 
7 | 7 | 2241 eel tors areal eae 8} 6} 2) 2). 18 

1The original record sheet for 2304 has been lost, and the sexes are not noted separately on the 
copy from which this count is taken. 

TasBLe 26.—INBRED Pius Series. 1002 Line. 

Genera- Parents. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

tion and Grad 4 

culture VT8C-! Cul- $ 
No. ‘ure: | |S SI PIPL LISI LISPL P/HA) PI APIPI A é 

F, 1072 | 6 | 6 | 1002 |.. 20| 14] 17] 21] 16] 26]. ..]. [114 

F, 1150 | 6 | 6 | 1072 ..-{ 5] 11) 15) 17) 42} 30) 1). slew s[ A2L 
1158 | 6 | 6 | 1072 1} 35} 30) 11) 12} 11] 10)...). -|..-/110 

F; 1213 | 7 | 6 | 1150 4; 1} 14) 20) 32; 46) 1)...) 1) 1/120 

1233 | 6 | 6 | 1150 svobews| Al Ep U6) Ta.) - Bhvealves| Be 

1247 | 6 | 6 | 1158 |...)...]...]...]...]..., 5) 5] 6] 11} 24] 29)...]...]. 80 
1264 | 6 | 6 | 1150 2) 1) 3) 5] 37; 33) 2) 1). 84 

1278 | 6 | 6 | 1150 22] 28) 24] 20] 14) 22]...]...]. 130 

F, 1347 | 6 | 8 | 1213 oles elec [avstedeuney ees) Ld LL) 17 16] SOb 27 Als sales 122 

1348 | 6 | 6 | 1213 o[eeetesedee{.e-] 1! 16] 11] 16) 6] 12) 9]...) 2).. 73 

1350 | 6 | 6 | 1247 sfeeefeee{e--] 1] 38] 54] 33) 34) 13] 12) 12) 1]...].. 163 

1363 | 6 | 6 | 1213 Wastbesalesa{ecsl 2} 4) 2) 4) SB) Yl ab Aliesles 27 
1374 | 6 | 6 | 1247 sfeoee}eee]e.-{ 2] 1) 14) 14) 6) 6] 17] 13)...]...].. 72 
1375 | 6 | 6 | 1247 eJeeefee.{ 3]...] 2) 22) 17) 11) 12) 23] 16)...]...)... 106 

1383 | 6 | 6 | 1213 tlivsieaalaaelawalewe! Bhexed HS 26) TS) oo wad es 44 
1386 | 7 | 6 | 1264 aleatiawnlasglevdiece! Bh BP DO, Bl 2) Oe wutevaly 44 
1387 | 7 | 6 | 1264 seg Lhe 2) @) TZ) Fe St BS) Becekssaly 36 

1388 | 6 | 6 | 1247 «| Uj...f...f..-] 5) 21] 15) 5) 18) 6) 8). ..}. Lf. 79 

1389 | 6 | 6 | 1247 wal 3 ea |s we} Slecel 2) DT) 8 Boe eaals 14 

1401 | 8 | 6 | 1213 sale --| 15] 8! 6] 17) 19] 21]...]...1. 86 

1402 | 7] 6 | 1213 5e'|% --| 6] 4) 8] 4) 14) 9) 2...]. -| 46 

1403 | 6 | 7 | 1233 adeva| sof 4) 2) Al G) 22) 25]...1...1, 56 

1404 | 6 | 7 | 1264 Av eeleasl Aixeah El sol Bal 88). tee als 54 

1419 | 6 | 6 | 1264 ejicslacs| 9] 6f 20) 12) 42! 35], 1]. 125 

1436 | 6 | 6 | 1264 1)...) 2) 6; 8] 22) 16). ass 52 

F; 1479 | 7 | 6 | 1350 9} 6) 17) 7] 14) 24)...)...]. 77 
1494 | 6 | 6 | 1347 |...J...]...]...]...]...]  2]...] 6] 5} 211 27] 2)...1. 63 

1498 | 6 | 6 | 1350 |...}...]...]...]...]...] 5] 4] 5) 141 18) 830)...]...]. 76 

1502 | 6 | 6 | 1347 11} 4} 18] 9} 36) 45) 4]...].. 127 

1509 | 6 | 6 | 1363 2} 1) 6) 3] 39) 36) 4) 2)... 93 

1513 | 6 | 6 | 1389 17] 13) 17) 15) 13) 23]...)...].. 98 

1516 | 6 | 6 | 1404 1} 1; 8 3] 50) 44) 6 383i. 116 



AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF SELECTION. 

TaBLe 26.—InBRED Pius Serres. 1002 Line—Continued. 

Par as 
Genera- a @ é 4 5 6 ? 8 

tion and Grade. 
ture. Cul- “No Topol me [S114] 2/48 1afelalelayelalela 

Fy, 1529 6 | 6 | 1887 |...]...]...].-./.--] 1) 1) 7] 6| 18) 80) 27) 1) 1). 
1539 | 6 | 6 | 1403 -| 1) 1) 12) 2} 32] 36) 4)...). 
1540 | 7 | 6 | 1402 exvfexalens? SEAS) YS Alesals 
1543 | 616 | 1401 }...|...]...]..-].-.]...] 3) 2) 11) 5) 25) 23) 3)...]. 

1546 | 6 | 7 | 1348 |...]...]...]... [ee e]e ete e[eeelee ef-s] 7] 6) 3...) 2) 1 

1549 | 6 | 6 | 1375 16]}...| 7] 10} 19) 26] 1)...1. 

1556 | 6 | 6 | 1403 2| 2) 7| 3] 33] 26) 3] 4!.. 

1558 | 6 | 6 | 1383 1j...] 2}. 21) 10) 4I...]. 

F, 1611 7161 1502 |...}...|...]..-]...]..-1 3) 2) 3) 7) 12) 3) 2)...1. 

1637 | 7 | 6 | 1509 |...]...}...]..-].6- 1)...| 6) 1] 15) 14)...]...]. 

1644 |6|6 | 1494 |...]...]...]..-|.--]..-] 16] 11] 17) 20) 14) 11 eolle 

1671 | 7 | 6 | 1494 |...]...]...].-.]---fe.e] Ufe--] Upe..t 9) 17...) 

1679 | 7| 6 | 1539 |...]...]..-[e--feee]eee[eee]eeefeeefee-] 8] 4] 2).--]- 

1680 | 7 | 6 | 1546 |...]...]...]..-| 1] 1) 2) Ly) 2 4) 17| 22)...]...]. 

1681 | 7 | 6 | 1546 j...|...|...]..-]..-| 1} 3] 4] 10) 16) 29) 22 1) ill.. 

1692 | 7 | 7 | 1556 [...J...[..e]ee dee efeeefeeefeeete- | 2] 12 9} 3) 3) 1 

1694 | 7]6 | 1558 |...]...]...]...]-..{ 1} Tl} 3} 10 16} 20) 20]...]. 

1712 | 716 | 1558 |...|...] J...] 2] 4) 10) 5] 13) 12 17) 18) s eclwas|asalene 

1731 | 7 | 7 | 1516 |...|...feeefeee[eee[eeefeeedee efectos ey] 27] 18 Hoaaleaa awe 

1734 |6|6 | 1498 |...]...|...]...]...| 3] 12) 10) 20) 11) 9) 11)...)...]...]... 

F, 1788 716 | 1611 |...|...]...].--|---|---| 2] 3] 9} 7) 25) 20) 1) 1 

1803 | 7 | 6 | 1679 whe clevsllescieatelad elas] 8] 10 

1811 | 7 | 7 | 1692 weefeee{ 1] 2) 13] 14) 4 

1830 | 6 | 7 | 1692 |...|...]...]..-[eeefeeefee-| 2]... 2) 14] 14) 3 

1831 | 8 | 7 | 1692 |...|...|...]...]---|..-| 18} 5] 11) 16] 25) 19 

1870 | 6 | 6 | 1731 |...]...|...]..-].--].--] 2J..-] 3) 2] 16) 18 1 

F, 1912 6]7 | 1788 |...|...]...]...| 1] 3) 5] 3) 6) 11] 19) 22).. 

1998'| 6 | 7 | 1788 |...]...].-.]e--Jeee]e--| L]-.-| 2] 3]...). 6).. 

1913 |6|6 | 1788 }...]...]...]...1...] 2} 8} 3) 10) 2) 10) 8)... 

19241] 7|6| 1788 ]...]...]...]..-].--]---| 2} 1) 2] 4! 7) 10).. 
19991| 7] 611788 |...]...]...] 1]...] 5) 4) 1) 6] 5) 10) 7). 

1939 | 6 | 6 | 1788 |...]...]...]..-[.--].--| 1) 2) 2) 3) 7) 7 1 

1945 | 7} 6 | 1811 jovleceheon| Levu} Sp 18h 

1949 | 6 | 6 | 1831 2| 34] 17| 21) 16) 15} 10 1 

1974 | 7] 6] 1811 |...]...]...]...]..-] 1] 4] 6) 9] 6) 19) 17 
1976 | 7| 6] 1880 |...|...]...]...]..-| 1] 5} 3) 4) 4) 7) 11 
1977 | 7 | 6 | 1880 |...]...]...|...|...| 5} 17] 12] 18) 20) 18) 19 1 
2000 | 6 | 6 | 1870 |...}...]...]..-]eeefeeefeeedeee] L]...] 13) 12) 1 

F, 2036 | 7 | 6 | 1939 2| 3) 7 6) 5 14) 7 1j...]. 
2096 | 6 | 7 | 1977 |. aeefeee] 7] 4] 27] 14)...]...]. 
2101 | 6 | 6 | 1912 |. 2) 5) 7 8] 17] 14)...)...]. 
2116 | 6 | 6 | 1945 |. 1) 1) 8 6) 15) 6. allie 
2117 | 6 | 6 | 1974 |. 8] 5) 4) 6] 13) 15).. 1. 
2129 | 6 | 6 | 2000 |}. wal beelosveliace | Bll 2b gesse] ees ae 
2130 | 6 | 6 | 1977 1; 9) 7) 12) 9| 8 5)...]...).. 
2134 | 6 | 6 | 2000 |. eoodeee[ 21...1 17) 14]...]...1.. 
2147 | 7 | 6 | 2000 |. area's 24! 23; 2) 2I.. 

Fy 2199 | 6 | 6 | 2096 }. 2 1 4G) 42) 32) 32) 1) Accs 
2231 | 6 | 6 | 2129 |. seelave) 10) 13) 2) Siessl. 

9232 | 6 | 7 | 2117 |. 4) 1] 26] 31) 1) 1)...].. 
2047 | 6 | 6 | 2134 |. Ll scee| 2B) -27) 2) 2c. laaalen 
2308 | 6 | 7 | 2147 |. ..-| 13| 16) 2) 1)...] 4 

Fu 2338 | 6 | 7 | 2199 1} 2] 34) 28) 8! 2) ai, 

2354 | 7 | 7 D5 yas ae (eee eee eae eee es Wee De Oe (a 11] 20) 4) W...)... 

2389 | 7 | 6 D94T Nv nshead | sexledalivabeastiwelve a] ceeba ed 8 7] 8 Sl..ed. 

14912 and 1998, 1924 and 1999, represent two broods from the same parents. 
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Taste 27.—InBRED Pius Serres. 1002 Lins. New Ser. 

Parents. 1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 
Genera- 
tion and | Grade. a 

oe Ee lelalelalelalelalelalelelelalesa|s : ele e 

2415 About F, 
Mass. | from 2389 }..|..|..]..]...] 1] 8] 6] 24] 29) 35) 31) 1).. {135 

Fy, 2423 716 2415 ..-| 1) 6) 7| 35) 40]...].. 89 
2424 |616 2415 1) 1) 2) 7) 35} 29) 3).. 78 

F, 2442 | 6 | 6 2423 Viucel eat Ad LE OB) Dtewchewely 20 
2460 | 6 | 6 2423 desis 5) 3} 46) 33) 2) 1) 4d. 91 

2461 | 6 | 6 2424 ae 2} 2} 38) 35) 1) 2)...]. 80 

2462 }5/5 2424 sails .-| 4[ 47] 37] 4]...].. 92 

24721716 2424 Beer |e 1] 38] 37) 2)...].. 78 

2473 |6/16 2424 a 1]...]...] 6} 39) 37) 2) 1).. 86 

F, 2496 6/6 2442 de |exsl| ws |S tlateciante anal |es rte th LOW OP a Blass 22 

2503 | 6 | 7 2461 weslxeelees] 2) 30) 22) SE 4) dy. 63 

2517 |6|7 2460 1] 2] 12) 5} 30) 35) 2)...]...]. 87 

2531 | 8 | 6 2460 seleslos|ealecchiadlemelsaadsvelecs} 18] 16) 2) Decals 31 

2547 | 7)|7 2461 osfeabazlesl Deaajece) 6) 4) 8) 46) 39) dices) Ll. ..ji04 

2548 | 6 | 6 2472 ca harslis-al| Sk) ave. 1} 3] 6) 6) 27) 27)...]...]...]. 70 

F, 2570 | 7/7 2503 .-| 1} 2) 7} 82) 35) 1) 1. 79 

F; 2654 | 616 2570 1} 3! 2) 2) 24) 36) 4) 1). 73 

F, 2758 6|6 2654 vesleaeleged 2) 33) U2) The acivaaly 28 

2767 | 7/16 2654 i, 3] 3) 28) 24) 1)...) 1). 61 

2768 | 7 | 6 2654 seal A) 1) 35) 28) 2) She wats 39 

F, 2851 | 8/6 2767 cewbeoeteesl| QB RE 2b Ti) ae 41 

2866 | 7 | 7 2768 Qa 3|...) 27] 19]...]...]. 51 

F, 2917 |61/6 2866 3}... 3] 2) 29) 36) 4) 2). 79 
I 

TaBLE 28.—CrossBRED Pius SERIES. 

Genera- Mother. Father. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 , 
tion and 

d 

culture Re 

No. Grade.| Culture. |Grade.| Culture. | 9|/o7|9/cA}2ie7| PI A) PIL A] P| SIAM IISA 

F; 937 7 Stock! 6 902! 1] 2) 9} 4| 9} 15) 13)..). 53 

FF, 1040 6 937 6 937 axfeep S| 2) Bl Gl 22) 21) Tiel. 58 

4 1041 6 937 6 937 .-J..4 3) 1) 4) 3] 38) 45) 1) 2). 97 

1045 6 926! 6 1004! 1) 2} 40} 38) 29) 30] 35) 22) 1]..).. 198 

1067 6 937 6 937 tlealagteslysteap 8) 21 RO) LO 27) Slealew 64 

Fr, 1074 6 1006! 6 Stock! |..|..]..]..]..]..| 26] 25] 25] 30} 34) 31] 1). ./172 

5 3090 6 1041 7 1041 wefeee[eee{ 2]...] 28] 17] 1] 3]..] 1] 47 

1099 6 1041 6 1041 .-| 9) 4] 12] 15} 34) 30) 2) 1 . (107 

1100 7 1045 6 1041 .-| 8] 6) 11] 16] 40) 34] 2] 3 . {120 

1101 6 1045 6 1045 -| 2} 6) 10] 12) 19) 31] 28) 3). . {111 

1115 6 1041 6 1041 weleeef..-{ 9] 5} 28) 45)..).. ..| 87 

1116 6 1045 6 1045 10} 5] 15) 17| 27) 23] 1).. ..| 98 

1144 6 1067 6 1041 ef 2} TY 2) 8 9 Il... 1} 23 

1145 7 1041 6 1045 2) 3) 4) 6] 17) 15)..).. 21) 47 

1Unselected, or from inbred plus series. 
2This is probably the original extended mutant. Not included in totals. 
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TABLE 28.—CrossBRED Pius Serres—Continued. 

Genera- Mother. Father. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

tion and <j 
~~ 

— ® |Grade.| Culture.| Grade.| Culture. Valelsealelarlelelelelelalele r= 

6 1129 6 1045 6 1074 1) 2) 2] 13) 14} 49) 52) 1)..]..)../184 

1130 6 1074 6 1045 ..[| 8] 4] 11) 15) 25) 24) 1]..)..)..] 83 

1131 6 1074 7 1041 wefeee| 1] 14] 13] 25) 25)..] 2)..]..) 80 

1146 7 1074 6 1074 wefeeef 2] 2] 1] 16] 9} 2) 1]..]..] 382 

1151 6 1072! 6 1081! .-| 1 3} 4) 11] 16) 17)..) 1..]..] 53 

1171 7 1099 7 1090 wafeee[eee{..-] L] 22) 28] 6) 3]..]..] 60 

1187 7 1090 7 1100 ..f 2j...] 1) 1) 14) 11]..} 1) 1)..) 30 

1188 7 1101 7 1100 ..| 1} 3} 8] 10) 48} 25) 1]..]..}..] 96 

1190 7 1101 7 1090 ..| 1] 1] 15) 10) 60) 43) 1) 3]..)..)134 

1196 ‘g 1100 7 1100 1}.../ 1}...] 3} 26) 12] 5) 2]..]..] 50 

1197 6 1115 6 1081! w.feee{ 2] 5} 38} 19) 14) 2] 1). .]..) 45 

1204 7 1116 8 1090 ..| S| 6) 17] 4} 40) 25) 3,..] 1] 1/102 

1227 6 1101 6 1115 |... .J..}..f.-f.-] 2) 1) 2] 5) 68) 53] 2) 4) 1). .)182 

F, 1198 7 1101 6 1131 |..}..]..]..] 1] 2] 2] 3} 10] 8] 26) 23). .]..)..]..) 75 

1203 7 1130 7 1099 slec|oclow|ocofes sh Lhvwel TL 604) Dect. of 18 

1253 7 1146 6 1131 ..{ 8] 3] 9} 5} 22) 24) 4) 1) 2)..] 78 

1254 7 1129 6 1115 .-{ 2j...] Up...) 8} 8) 2) 1)..)..1 16 

1262 6 1151 6 1144 eit Aes 5] 2) 24] 21) 5)..].. 58 

1269 7 1171 6 1129 ..| 8] 3) 5) 5) 20] 5) 2) 2).. 45 

1271 6 1190 7 1131 gelaceleasiees | 2) 8] 8) 2]e ches 20 

1284 7 1188 7 1171 wo] 2]...| 8} 8) 25) 23]..) 1).. 67 

1285 7 1171 7 1190 ..| 2) 1] 5} 3] 20) 19) 3) 1]... 54 

1293 7 1190 6 1151 ..[..-{ 2] 21 7] 35) 24) 3! 1)..| 3) 77 

1304 6 1151 7 1187 |..|..]..]..]..1 4] 6f 6] 8) 7] 13) 11)..) 2]... 57 

1324 a 1204 7 1171 |..]..J..}..] 1f..} 5) 2) 8] 11) 29] 23) 2) 1).. 82 

1325 7 1171 6 1227 wal sabe & 3]...) 4] 5) 28] 20) 1] 1].. 62 

1326 7 1171 6 1190 1] 1} 6| 3) 40) 18) 2) 4/.. 75 

1333 7 1227 6 F188. bcbvalecl cals lsaleselseccbewaer cf 14] 20) Ty al. 35 

1345 7 1227 6 1190 |..J..|..}../..]..] 2) 7} 9] 7| 39] 34) 1) 1).. 100 

1353 7 1204 7 1227 |..J..]..[..]..] 1] 1] 2| 7] 8) 38) 33) 1) 1).. 92 

1305? |Not D’| 1197 8 1090 |..]..]..] 1]..]..] 6) 3] 8) 6) 10) 9)..J..].. 43 

F; 1334 8 1227 7 1203 17| 11| 17} 17) 41) 42) 3}..].. 148 

1346 7 1203 6 1204 7| 5) 11) 9] 32) 22]..) 1].. 87 

1351 7 1196 6 1203 devlaasleadleecd (Bh Slee The 12 

1356 8 1253 7 1227 wevfece}ee-| 6] 9] 2] 3]... 20 

1357 7 1253 6 1203 1) 4) 5) 6} 18) 21) 1) 1J..]..| 57 

1359 7 1203 6 1204 woe[ee.] 5] 4] 17) 16] 1) 1]..]..] 44 

1360 7 1203 7 1227 onal 1) 2) GB) Beal oshes 12 

1372 7 1254 6 1204 41 6] 1| 6 5 6)..]..]. 28 

1373 7 1196 7 1254 teats 1}...| 19] 17] 3] 3)..] 1) 44 

1380? 7 1262 8 1090 2} 12} 15) 5] 9f 6] 8]..]..]. 57 
1425 7 1271 7 1304 14; 6] 19] 13} 39] 33}..]..].. 124 
1426 7 1293 7 1304 wefe..] LT] 2) 12) 15) 2) 2).. 34 

1427 va 1285 7 1284 3} 3) 5} 3) 29) 16) 4] 1]..| 2) 66 
1428 7 1262 7 1293 paleactsevlacall “2b 2 Deel sells 7 
1429 7 1269 8 1293 -ee| 2] 2) 8] 29) 27) 2) 1]..)..] 71 

1458 7 1345 7 1285 2|...]...] 2) 25) 87] 1) 4) 2)..) 73 

F, 1457 7 1334 7 1345 eile .--{ 1] 14) 18} 2] 4]..]..] 39 

1492 7 1334 7 1351 fees ie iaclees| Sb A Bl osllechs 8 

1496 7 1359 7 1346 1) 13) 5) 24) 16) 48) 44] 7| 2)..)..|160 
1497 7 1326 7 1356 velewa) Slacsl SB) 2p al 3) H..| 

1501 7 1356 6 1333 Wasibewalesaf do Ee, Be Bl 1) aL 

1538 7 1356 7 1359 -[-.-] 1]...) 16) 16) 3) 2) 1} 1) 40 

1541 7 1326 7 1357 sf...) Tf...) 9) 6] 2) 2]..)..) 20 

1612 7 1428 7 1426 2) 2) 6) 7| 41) 23] 4]..].. 85 

1581 | 7 | 1487 7 | 1373 weepeee{ee-f..| 18] Qa] 3f..]..[..) 42 
Fi | 7 | idee | 8 | 1373 1) 7] 115] 14] 39] 47|..) al ||. |127 

1709 | 8 | 1458 7 | 1538 weelee.] 2]...| 20} 13] 3} a]. 28 
1758 | 7 | 1612 8 | 1538 1) 1) 2 22] 11) 1) 4]. 39 

1Unselected, or from inbred plus series. 

2The o” in these cultures also was the father of 1204. 1305 is not included in the totals. 
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Taste 29.—InBRED Minus Series. 900 Linz. 

Genera- Parents. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

tion and @redal Ga 4 
culture i - $ 
No. 2 |e | ture: QI SFI PIPL PI MIPIAPIPISIAIA & 

F, 920 14/4 900 wale .-| 23] 16] 19} 10} 12] 7].. 87 
922 |} 4)4 900 eels ..| 8] 10) 8} 9} 5) 3i.. 43 

F, 1007 |; 4 | 4 920 1). 1) 26) 35) 18} 14) 18) 3).. 116 
1008 | 4 | 4 922 aaa ...{ 31] 20} 11; 11) 9] 6).. 88 

F, 1062 | 4 | 4 | 1007 2) 21) 21) 7/11) 7] 2i.. 71 
1063 ; 4 | 4 | 1007 ..-| 16] 18) 10) 8]...] 4).. 52 
1073 | 4 | 2 | 1007 2) 26) 27) 19] 12) 4) 12).. 102 

1082 | 4 | 4 | 1007 1) 7 4 9F 5} I 38 31 

F, 1134 | 4 | 4 | 1062 ..-{ 7{ 13) 15) 11] 23] 14!.. 83 

1135 | 4} 3 | 1062 1; 8 8 12) 8 2 4).. 43 

1149 | 4 | 4 | 1063 1] 10) 17; 15) 9] 12) 4]... 68 

F; 1258 | 4] 4 | 1134 eefeeefe--] Ll 1} 38) 5) 14) 11 36 

1259 | 4 | 4 | 1135 «o}.os|ees) 18) 14) 17) 13) 17} 12)... 92 

1260 | 4 | 3 | 1149 safeas|es-] 14] 6] 13) 7) T3i 10 64 

1276 | 4 | 4 | 1149 wehixaleext @| 1 6, Sh BS) Qles 18 

1307 | 4 | 4 | 1134 ceabyaad Stews! IO) BL BP PP Blew 33 

F, 1391 | 4 | 4 | 1259 1} 5) 3) 6} 10) 11} 7} 11] 6] 3}.. 63 

1415 | 4] 4 | 1259 weloc.fe.-] 1] 6] 6] 7] 15) 5}.. 40 

F, 1563 | 4 | 2 | 1391 1) 9; tl) & 12) 3) 4)... «| 45 
1565 | 4] 3 | 1391 wall 2leccd|ccnel eats A es 7 

1566 | 4 | 3 | 1391 ..-{| 3f 3] 4! 7] 10; 3].. 30 

1577 | 2 | 2 | 1391 --| 3} LP Qt 4 3i...y.. 13 

1578 | 3 | 3 | 1391 .-| 8] 6] 13} 10) 20) 3).. 60 

F, 1677 | 6 | 6 | 1565 1) 6; 9} 5} 8 8! 6... .| 43 
1764 | 4 | 4 | 1578 1) 7 5) 2) 6 3] Qi... 26 
1799 | 4} 5 | 1578 Pee (ieee ° (ieee ee: | ale Peereny Yearaea! Vee 7 

F, 1850 | 4 | 4 | 1677 2]; 16] 20; 17) 6) 5) 3i.. 69 
1862 | 4 | 3 | 1677 1} 14) 11) 11) 7] 4) 3).. 51 
1928 | 4/ 5 | 1799 ..-| 11] 7] 10) 3) 4)... 37 

1930 | 4 | 4 | 1764 3] 23] 23) 16) 18] 7] 1].. 91 

1973 | 4| 3 | 1764 1) 5} 5 5) 2) 3) Ql... 23 

Fy 1995 | 4 | 4 | 1850 Pr |e .-.| 6 9| 6 5) VT 3y.. 30 

2008 | 4 | 3 | 1850 Haile 3} 19] 19] 13) 10} 3] 5).. a| 22 

2018 | 4 | 4 | 1850 seed ba .--| 14] 23] 4) 7]...]...].. .| 48 

2019 | 5 | 4 | 1850 sueelhe 1] os 7 4] 8) 2 2.. 27 

2037 | 4 | 4 | 1930 iy 2} 19) 18) 13) 16) 7| 6).. .| 81 

2038 | 4 | 4 | 1928 1). 1} 18] 11) 8} 7 3}...].. .| 49. 

2039 | 4 | 4 | 1928 Sadie xo] B Bl St Fl Sl Biles 33 

2042 | 4 | 4 | 1850 aires -s-[ 2) I] 2) 2) 2) 4)... 13 

2043 | 4 | 4 | 1862 wali 1} 15} 17] 11) 8] 10) 7}.. 69 

2044 | 4 | 4] 1862 pea bet 1; 14; 12) 6] 6) 4) 2)... 46 

2045 | 4 | 4 | 1862 w-[-.-/..-] 9f 14 9F 6] 3] 4)... 45 

2071 | 4] 4] 1930 1}. 1} 13) 12) 5; 4) J] 4)... 41 

2072 | 4 | 4] 1930 stil 2} 12} 10) 7] 5) I] 4dj.. 38 

2074 | 4 | 4] 1928 3} 19} 19) 3] 9} Ij...J.. 54 

2140 | 4 | 4 } 1928 Dhol AD Sy Sy eet ee 10 

2075 | 4] 3 | 1862 3] 16) 8 10) 6)...| 2}.. 45 
2120 | 4 | 3 | 1930 -.-{ 8 2) 4) 11] 4) 4i.. 33 

2128 | 41 3} 1930 4,10) 4 5) 4) ij.. 28 

Fu 2165 | 4 | 4 | 2037 § ~--| 5S! 5) 6) 4) 111) 8... 39 

2166 | 4 | 4 | 2037 is 1) 1) 3} 8] 10) 5 11).. 39 

2170 | 4 | 4 | 2018 .-| 18] 18} 9] 12) 5) 5).. 67 

2179 | 4] 4] 2071 1) 7| 6) 5) 11] 10 45 

2181 | 4} 3 | 2075 11; 3] 9} 4) 8 8].. 43 

2190 | 4 | 3 | 2044 3} 1) 2] 5) 4) 9}... 24 

2205 | 4 | 3 | 2038 ~ef-e-]| 3) 3) 7] 8. 21 

2237 | 4 | 2 | 2071 lj...) 5) 2) 6) 3i.. 17 

2257 | 4 | 4 | 2120 4) 4) 4) 3) 2)...1.. 17 

2258 | 4 | 4 | 2128 exx| OF 4 2) SB The 15 

2261 | 4 | 3 | 2037 3; 2) 2) 1) 4 38 13 



AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF SELECTION. 61 

TaBLe 30.—INnBRED Mrnvus Series. 868 LIne. 

Genera- Parents. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
tion and : 

Grade. L- 3 owe Tele (eitielalelalelelelelelelele é 

F, 884 | 4] 4 868 M1). ..) 16).../188)...)218)...)22a]. 00]... ]...]...4...] 74 

F, 898 | 4 | 2 884 1 156]... | 128 lo4).../.. . {109 

F; 923 |4)4 898 2} 2) 2) 32) 31] 10] 11] 6] 4)... 100 
935 | 4), 4 898 1) 1] 7 10} 39] 22; 8] 5) 2] 2I.. 93 
936 | 4) 4 898 |.. 1} 121 Bieeals 5 

F, 1047 | 2 | 2 935 1] 3] 2] 14) 24) 18) 3) 1) #1 41). 68 

F, 1117 | 4 | 3 | 1047 8 3 4) 2) 2).. 19 
1182 | 4 | 3 | 1047 1 1; 3] 34; 10; 6 8 1 2.. 65 

Fy 1257 | 4 | 4 | 1117 3; 8 4) 5) 1 ilp.. 22 

1Sexes not separated in this count. 

TasBLE 31.—CrossBreD Minus SERIEs. 

Genera- Mother. Father. 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 f 

tion and a 
culture :) 
No. |Grade.| Culture. |Grade.| Culture.|Q9I7|/9IGI PIC PIGFIPIic|e@ia | & 

F, 1039 4 1920 4 1936 |..]..]..| 1]..] 3] 38] 61] 16] 21] 5) 5).. {150 
1069 4 1935 4 1949 |..J]..|..]..]..| 1] 28] 11} 10] 14] 8] 6 79 
1070 4 1935 4 1942 |..]..|..|..] 1]..] 25] 20] 21] 11] 10) 6).. 94 

F; 1087 4 1039 4 1039 |..}..]..] 2]..| 4) 59) 43) 10) 15) 2] 4).. .|139 
1093 4 1039 2 1039 ‘ 4) 35) 32) 9) 11] 2) 4!.. 97 
1094 4 1039 3 1039 |..]..]..]..]..]| 1] 31 6) 7] 4]...) 2i. 23 
1125 4 1039 2 1047! |..]..]..] 2}. .]12] 40) 26] 9] 6] 2! 6).. .|103 
1136 4 1069 4 1063! |..]..]..]..] 1] 2] 36) 27] 5) 11) 1) 4I.. 84 
1140 4 1073! 3 10471 |..]..]..] 7]../19] 42] 26} 9) 9] 9} Qi... {123 
1155 4 1070 4 1073! -{.-{ 1] 10} 7} 14] 12) 8) 1 54 
1156 4 1069 4 1070 |..]..]..]..]..] 2] 13) 12) 4) 4) 4) 5).. 41 
1159 4 1070 3 10731 |..)..]..J..]..[..]...] 31 7] 5) 7] al... 24 

F, 1168 4 1082! 4 1093 |..{..]..]..]..]..] 11] 13] 10] 10} 9} 8i.. 61 
1169 4 1069 3 1087 |..|..] 1]..]..] 3] 41] 31] 11] 15) 10) 2 {115 
1184 4 1093 3 1069 |..[..]..]..]..[..] Ub...) 3) oa) oat 5... 11 
1194 3 1070 3 1094 |..}..]..]..]..]..| 29) 17) 12) 16) 8] 10).. 92. 
1199 4 1087 3 1093 |..]..}..]..)..] 1] 22) 20) 11) 10) 1) 4/.. 69 
1209 4 1125 3 1125 |..}..]..) 3] 1) 3} 32) 19) 10) 7) 3) 1)... 79 
1210 4 1136 3 1093 1] 10) 9] 12} 6) 16) 6).. 60 
1223 4 1125 2 1087 1} 9} 7 11) 8} 3} 8i.. 42 
1224 4 1087 3 1125 |..]..]..]..]..] 1] 21) 28) 14) 9] 10] Qi.. 85 

1225 4 1136 3 1087 |..)..|..]..]..|..| 18] 6/13} 2] 4] 5).. .| 48 
1231 4 1125 3 1140 |..)..[..]..]..]..] 12] 21] 6) 5)...] 1 .| 46 
1236 4 1140 2 1125 j..1..)..]..]..] 11 13) 5) 6) 71 oof 7]... .| 48 
1241 4 1140 4 1159 = |..]../..]..]..] 1] 27] 131 10] 17] 17] 6.. -| 91 
1242 4 1155 2 1140 |..)..)..] 1)..] 4) 25] 16) 111 14] 3] 6... 80 
1243 3 1136 2 1140 |..]..]..]..]..]..] 11] 31 17] 8 17| 5).. 61 
1268 | 4 | 1136 3 | 1125 |..)..)..]..)..]..[...] sf a} 6] of of.- 34 

1Unselected, or from inbred minus series. 



62 TaBLE 31.—Crossprep Minus Sreries—Continued. 

Genera- Mother. Father. 1 2 3 4 5 
tion and — | ——_| —— 

ste Grade.| Culture. |Grade./Culture. WAV A PIA PSI e1QPI1 AI 

F, 1256 4 1168 3 1140 |../..]..]..]..] 1} 8) 9} 21] 16} 12 

1273 4 1125 4 1168 |.vls.|.<1 2) 1) 8) 33) 18) 8) 13) 8 

1274 4 1168 2 LIAO [asleclectects >| 2] 26) 25) 7] 12) 4 

1292 4 1199 4 1168 |..)..]..]..] 1] 6} 61] 43) 14) 5) 1]. 

1300 4 1194 4 1169 «{ee| 2] 21] 18) 13) 12) & 

1301 4 1169 4 1168 .| 4] 21] 18) 9) 6) 1 

1316 4 1194 4 1155 |../..]..1..]..] 7] 411 84] 6] 9) 5 

1317 4 1209 3 2169 foclesteatsat 2] 3) 28) 7) J) Bt 4 

1321 4 1194 3 1199 |..]..)..]..] 1] 3) 17) 16) 13) 4) 5 

1371 4 1194 4 1194 |..)..]..]..]..] 2] 29) 30) 18) 9) 3 

1377 4 1243 4 1210 |..]../..] 1]..] 5] 30] 19) 4] 10] 2 

1393 4 1225 4 1210 hasteelac) Dea| 2) 16) 16) 4 Slax. 

1395 4 1241 4 1243 |..]..]..) 1]..] 38} 21) 16] 4) 1) 3 

1396 4 1242 4 1241 |..}..]..]..]..] 1] 14) 15) 8} 2) 1 

1397 4 1236 3 1242 |..1..]..]..[..,.-] 20} 12; 8) 7) 5 

1410 4 1242 3 1242 |..|..]..]..].-] 1] 39] 18) 13) 12) 4) 1 

1411 4 1241 3 1242 |..}..}..} 1]..]10} 41] 27) 11) 5) j...].. 

1412 4 1210 4 1224 |..]../..]..] 1] 4) 31) 21) 12) 11) 2]...],. 

1433 4 1243 4 1268 |..]..]..]..} 1] 6] 53] 26) 8] 14) 3) 5)... 

F, 1413 4 1274 3 1223 |..J]..J..].-]-.]--] 7] 6) 11) 7] 14].11].. 

1414 4 1292 3 1236 |..}..]..]..]..].-| 18} 10} 8) 8} 3) 5]... 

1434 4 1274 4 1274 |..}..}..]..]..] 2] 10] 10) 5} 9] 7] SBI. 

1441 4 1301 3 1292 |..J/..]..J..}..]..[| 11] 16] 11] 6] 10) 9J.. 

1466 4 1317 4 1317 |..]..]..]..}..] 1] 9] 15) 11] 4) 4) Qi... 

1468 3 1292 3 1273 |..|..]..]..]..].-| 5] 2! 4) 8] 3] 4... 

1469 4 1292 4 1292) Jaalyelvalaxlestex| G@) 2) 2iual BL i... 

1470 4 1274 3 1273 |../..]..] 1]..] 1] 19] 16) 5} 3) 4) 3i.. 

1475 4 1316 3 1316 |..J../..]..] 1]..1 14) 4) 9) 6] 6 2l.. 

1476 3 1273 3 1321 |..}..]..]..]..].-] 11] 12} 9] 10] 10] 10}... 

1477 4 1316 3 1321 |..}..]..]..]..]..] 6] 14) 13) 14) 7] 10 

1488 4 1301 3 1273 |..]..]..}..]..]..] 29] 30) 10] 12) 6} 11]. 

1490 4 1321 3 1292 ..].-| 2] 20] 221 13] 8) 5} 11 

1523 3 1321 3 ISIG  fesdavlasleatea, L) OF] OL} OG) Fe 

1525 4 1377 3 1371 |..]..]..]..]..] 2] 15] 32) 10} 10) 9 

1526 4 1301 3 1377 csfos] 18) 15) 9) 7 1 

1531 4 1395 3 1301 |..}..]..]..|..| 2] 40) 89) 12) 14, 1 

1532 4 1393 3 $895: | vksabealsolexlee] 2) OF 8) Bl 2 

1545 4 1393 3 1377 |..]..J}..]..]..] 1] 19) 16) 6] 3] 3 

1568 4 1395 3 1395 |../..]..] 1]..] 3] 62] 37) 17) 5) 7 

1570 4 1412 3 1412 |../..]..]..]..} 8] 31) 84/ 19} 11} 2]. 

1573 4 1433 3 1411 |..]..]..] 1} 2)12} 44) 28) 138) 13) 5 

F, 1666 4 1488 4 1488 |../..]..]..}..| 3] 50) 41] 8) 8) 3 

1668 4 1531 3 W823 |aclaclewlsslocdeal 2) 2b S| 2) 2 

1669 4 1525 3 LSSL faslsofectentendeef I] 9) Sl St UL. 

1687 4 1526 3 1525 |..|../..]..]..] 2] 20) 11} 9] 8] 10 

1706 4 1525 3 1570 |..|..]..]..}..] 2] 11) 10} 3} 3)...). 

1738 4 1523 3 ISTO jachowdestesfed VY) SL 6 A] SB} ft 

1741 4 1573 3 1568 |..}../..]..]..] 5} 181 11) 8) 5) 3 

1759 4 1545 3 1568 |..]..}..]..] 1] 6] 29} 20) 3] 1) 2 

1779 3 1573 3 1573 |../..}..]..}..].-] 6) 6f 71 By]... 

Fy 1878 4 1666 3 TOG da clewlestentss| I] 24) 18 2) Bf Qh. 

1879 4 1759 3 1706 |..J]..}..]..]..]..] 8) 14] 5} 9}... 

1881 4 1706 3 1741 |../..J..) 4]..] 2) 14) 11) 1j..c]) 2]...]. 

1882 4 1666 3 1741 |../..}..} 2]..] 3} 17] 30) 5) 4]... F 

1892 4 1759 3 1741 |../..J}..}..]..] 3] 18] 13) 1} 2 ea 

1917 4 1741 3 1759 |..]..)..]..]..]..] 10} 12} 1) 2)...)J.. 1, 

1943 4 1779 4 1779 |..J..]..] 1]..] 4) 16) 14) 2} 2t...}...]. 

Fy, 2015 4 1878 2 1881 .| 3} 27] 88] 4) 2} 2) 1). 
2040 4 1943 3 1943 j..]..]..]..]..]..] S]...] 3f 2[...] al. 

2051 4 1892 2 1882 |../..]..} 3)..] 8} 35} 20) 8) 3]...) 11. 

2076 4 1943 3 1943 |..]..J..J..]../..] 10} 4) 3) 3f...]. 0.4. 
2110 4 1943 2 1943 |..]..)..] 5} 2} 2) 21) 20) 2) 5) 1]...].. 

Fy. 2189 4 2051 3 2015 |..]..]..]..]..] 4) 28) 33) 12) 10) 1) 6)... 

2254 3 2110 3 2110 |..J..]..]..] 2) 2). 6) 7} 11) 7) a) 3)... 

2272 3 2110 2 2110 = |..J}..]..J..]..}..] 11] 14] 4) 4) 8] 3i.. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF SELECTION. 

TasLe 32.—Sreck Minus LIne. 

63 

Parents. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Genera- 

poaneg Grade. q 

“No. Culture. |Qlrola]9/a]/ 9/19] a] ola 8 » lol a a 

45) someon: 1168 F, i3aif{| + aT ea ..{..[..}..] 4] 39] 34! 17] 17] 3] 6)... [125 

F, 1465} 4] 4 1331 ..|..]..| 22] 18} 10} 12] 14} ef... 79 
1487 |4| 4 1331 ..{..[..] 28] 15] 12] 14] 10] 15].. 95 
1507 | 4| 38 1331 ..{ 1]. .} 36] 31) 21] 20] 3] 7/.. [124 

F, 1594] 4] 4 1465 2|..|11] 56} 51) 4] 2} a] 4. .|128 
1595 |6| 4 1465 ..{..} 4} 21] 23] 7} 4} 2} Qf... 63 
1617/4] 4 1487 ..{ 2} 30} 19) 3) a] af..... 56 
1640|4| 4 1465 1} 2] 30) 29] 10) 10) 6) 1).. 89 
1728/4] 4 1507 ..{.., 19} 17] 11) 6] 5] a].. 59 

F, 1766/4] 4 1595 .| 6| 45] 48] 4) 3] 2} 4). .|109 
1784/4| 3 1595 .| 1] 12] 10}...{ 3f...[...]. 26 
1786} 4} 3 1595 .| 1) 11} 13} oaf...|...f...f. 26 
1820/4] 4 1617 .| 6| 37} 30] 4) a}...}...|. 79 
141/44] 4 1640 ..| 24 23] 7] 7] al Ql.. 65 
1861|4| 4 1640 2) 24| 23] 12] 10] 1]...|. 72 

F, 1906 | 4] 4 1786 ..{..f..] 22] 23) ay ape. fe]. 47 
190734] 3 1766 . fo} 4} 14] a3}...) 2}... fe 43 
1996'| 4| 3 1766 ..|..{ 1) 27] 25] 2) 3f...}...]. 58 
1955 | 4] 3 1766 1)..| 4) 24] 13] 3) 5] 4]...]. 51 
197814] 3 1784 .{..f..| 221 16] 7] 4}...) 1p.. 50 
1986} 4] 4 1820 . ff 3] 9} a1} 2} af...f.. ef. Q7 
2009/4|/ 3 1861 ..{..} 1] 14] 15] 4j...|.. 31 

F, 2088} 4] 4 1955 1]. .] 5} 34] 24} a...f...]. 65 
2093|4| 4 1906 wf. pe} dapa4}o ah}... 26 
2111/4| 3 1955 1] 5] 24) 15] 1) a...]. 47 
2127/4] 2 1955 ..{ 1} 11, 13} 4] a) 4]. 31 

F, 2182/4] 3 2088 .|..] 18} 20]... a...]...- 39 
2196} 4| 4 2093 ie ek: ee | ee ee ee 14 
2233} 4] 8 2127 1]. .|10] 49] 43}...] 3]......}. 106 

F, 2348/4] 2 2233 gs} 11} 3} 4|...| 1).. 27 

NEW SET. 

2414 Mass. About F. 1 J]..| 1] 18} 15} 5) 2) I. 44 
from 2348 

F, 2431|4| 4 2414 | af af 2} aj...f...]. 7 
2432/4] 1 2414 | 2} 7, 3} a} ae... 14 

F, 2488/4] 4 2431 | 1] 5} 16] 7] 5] 2)...]. 36 

F, 2545/4] 4 2486 ..|..] 2} 10} 16) 3}...] 1) af. 32 
35546 | 4] 4 2486 is ad) | | 22 
on49|4|) 4 2486 ..J..{ 6 14, 9} 2} a} a} 4. 34 
9572 | 47| 74 2486 --[.-] 2) 3) 2) 3]...] L...]. 11 

2598/4] 3 2545 1)..] 6} 20] 22] 4)...]...]...]. 53 
Fy 260114] 3 2546 ..{..] 2] 17] 9} 3] 2}. 1). 34 

2603 | 4 3 2549 Lead BFP IO) OW Llewstawels 21 
2608 |4| 4 2545 ..{..[..{ 10] 5] 2] 4). 18 
2631 4 3 2549 3] 4, 3) 17) 8] 2)...]. 37 

F; 2663 | 4] 2 2603 1}..} 2} 1} 6} 2] 3) 4j...]. 16 

F, 2760 | 3 1 2663 3] a) 2] ai. 7 

F, 2360/4] 4 2760 5} 1] 4... 7 

1First and second broods from same pair. 
2Two males and two females; the same flies as the parents of 2445 and 2446. 



64 AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF SELECTION. 

TasBLe 33.—Cross oF INBRED Pius Linzs, 

Parents. 
oe 2| 3 “| ¥ 6 7 | 
on and Grade. 

culture Cul- 3 

No. Q |e] ture lolgigha/ el al/ ei al elalelal/el|a A 

5 |...| 1763 F, 1941{ ed . realities sia eo a} aj...| 9] 4 si aal.. | 42 
F, 2053) '5'"'| 6 | 1942 woalvedkecs! Bf Sb 32) Bheiales 25 

2054 |Not-D’| 6 | 1941 3| 21| 3] 16] 6| 22] 6...|.. | 77 
2082 6 | 5] 1941 cl dies] tel 2 10) Bh... [on ‘| 38 
2083 | 6 |6| 1941 "al "al sz} al el. 28 
2104/ 6 |6| 1941 3] 11| 9] 14/ 10| 20) 14]... 81 
2122| 5 |6 | 1941 | at af 7} al aal al.. 35 

PLUS SELECTED SERIE: 

F, 2160| 6 | 8| 2053 sclewsleaal Meselezel al Of ¢lesclecs 32 
2161| 6 |6| 2053 Hlocelocalecslescesct gl 6] 7 at Sle. 20 
2162| 6 |6| 2053 Lp a} “al a} a5} aa] ei} aah Pod 79 
21e4| 6 |6| 2054 11 4! 1] 3] 7] 32] 21) a). ].2 102] ze 
2177| 6 | 6| 2053 salscstess| Bleccl BB] Tele sale os 43 
2185| 6 | 6 | 2083 Th ela} aa] aol “allo |. fe] 4g 
2229| 6 |6| 2104 af gal al al 18 
2249| 6 |6| 2122 3} 7] 6| 20| 25 4...1. 62 

F, 2280] 6 |6| 2177 ; valeacleast 2 sl a6] 3) ol.. 28 
2282| 6 | 6 | 2160 : cAeelvauteel (Bl Bh oeslt 10 
2287/ 6 |6| 2162 : oe) eal az) STE 40 
2208| 6 | 6 | 2160 ; Va} as} aa} 7] a 40 
2301| 7 |6| 2185 : Tshecaleachucel 2} Etleealexsl. 18 
2314| 6 |6| 2164 : Ea ap ah el al a 18 
2317| 6 | 8| 2177 : al..:| 1} 1] 19] 16] 2] al. 44 
2332| 7 | 6 | 2299 oh} 2a} aa} of a0 BT 
2355| 7 | 6| 2249 4} 7| 1] al. 15 

MINUS SELECTED SERIES. 

F, 2178| 4 | 5| 2054 a} 1| | al isi 22] al... |. 51 
2197| 5 |5| 2053 ot... al est al al. 20 
2198 | 4 | 5 | 2054 wirlectesclewel Gt Sf a} als. 13 
2212| 4 | 5 | 2083 i]...| “3} a] ag] asl.cf at: 31 
2250| 4 | 4| 2122 4} 3] 4} tal a7] 7.2 |. 69 
2251| 4 | 3 | 2104 lal ol este) taleed: alas 21 
2262 | 4 | 4 | 2083 ya ab gp alt ale 15 
2071| 4 | 3] 2104 valeastewall 4) Al Sheasks 11 

F, 220] 5 18 | 2002|..}.]..[..|4..-(..4 a] a] a] 6] Bl-..| u. 16 
o3a5 | 4 |5| 2250 ]..).).}of off apt. pef af aii) ay! 17 

5 |... 1944 F, 20694 oe F nee .fefe..f at of sl taf a2} as] 8) a] al. 68 

F, 2172| 5 | 5 | 2069 ...| 4{ 7} a7] a4} 43] a7] a} a)...}... 124 
2173| 7 | 7 | 2069 i] 2] 5] 17] 15] 37] 33| 4/...]...|.../112 
2044| 4 | 4| 2069 | 3 af st 13] a7) a7. i! 73 

F, 2279) 7 | 6| 2173 wleeefecefeee[-.-] 17] 20] 31 a 43 
o284| 5 | 4| 2172 Tal ala] az] ga] af ale. 96 
2285] 6 |6| 2172 TET} af af al a0 36] 5] al: 88 
2330| 4 | 4| 2172 SUD) a} eat aot al ol! 58 
2331| 4 | 4 | 2172 1/6] 6 16 12| 29] 41/ 3/ 1/...|...{115 
2403 | 4 | 4| 2244 cul Alcs] St 2} 44} 181... |seekee 33 

F, 2409] 7 | 7| 2279 ]..)..)..)..)..f..f..-f af al.p aa} af} 2 21 
F 1602{ BS [ees tal 1 s| 7| 13] 28] 25 82  deoay| F Be alse dedawal |i ees ; 
F, 1751 | 6 | 6| 1602 |..|..|..J 1... 5! 5] 7} | a} | ai...]...|. 44 

1774| 6 |6| 1602 gelgsel | Ta) sae Al BP Ble Wine basal 27 
1791! 6 | 6| 1602 cfeefeeef af of of a7 a) al! 31 



AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF SELECTION. 

TaBLe 34.—Cross, Pius Line X Minus Line. 

65 

Parents. Genera- 
tion and Grade. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2 

culture Cul- 
E 

No. | 9] @| ture SIPIPI PIS PIAS al|elaleolalelal a 

6 |...] 2866 F, 2930{| © zee 1...) 4} 9| 13] 15] a. 43 
4 |...| 2860 

2050{) * |-6°| S30) 3) 2 5)... 10 
F, 2999 | 6 | 6 | 2939 .--]...| 5] 5} 8] 15] 14] 19] 9) af... .| 76 

3004 | 5 | 5 | 2939 3] 2) 10] 26] 16] 12] 16 6] 6l...]...|. .|107 
3008 | 4 | 6 | 2939 8| 1 14] 31] 26] 28] 21] 37] 19]...|...]. 185 

F, 3062 | 6 | 6 | 3008 veefe--{ 2]...] 2] 1] 28] 29) 5] 4)...]...1 70 
3063 | 3 | 2 | 3004 1} 2! 2) 2! 6} 19) 28) 15]...]...]...]...] 68 
3064 | 4 | 3 | 3004 ..]...] 15] 14} 19] 15] 15) 8}.../.../...].../ 86 
3116 | 4 | 3 | 3004 2| 14] 12] 19] 13] 11] 12]...] a]...]...| 84 
3065 | 5 | 5 | 3004 see}ee.{ 2] 5] 2] 23) 27] al... oof... 61 
3066 | 6 | 6 | 3004 ...| 3] 1) 4) 5] 23] 20) a} al...].../ 69 
3118 | 6 | 6 | 3004 2}...{ 2) 3) 3113) a... }...}...]...] 24 
3077 | 4 | 2 | 3004 ..{...{...[ 1] 3} 16] 25] 4) 3! 2! 1) 55 
3078 | 6 | 6 | 3008 ...[...| 8] 4] 26] 35] a] al......) 74 
3079 | 4 | 3 | 3008 9| 11] 11] 20] 35] 33} 1] 1).. 121 
3088 | 6 | 6 | 3004 wef 1 4) af 24) a7} oa... 48 
3089 | 3 | 2 | 3008 14] 11) 12} 16] 9] 11)...|...].. 73 
3090 | 6 | 6 | 3008 3} 9] 5] 10] 29] 23; 1) 4j...|...] 81 
3096 | 5 | 5 | 3008 6} 11| 10] 12) 24] 8}...]...]...]...] 72 
3111 | 6 | 6 | 3008 2| 2) 4] 13) 14) 3]...]...1.../...] 38 
3112 | 5 | 5 | 3008 2|...} 7} 10] 51) 40}...]...]...].../110 

TABLE 35.—REVERSED SELECTION, Minus To Puvs. 

Parents. 
race ie ae 1/2] 3 4 5 @leie|. 

2 T e. 3 
culture | before . Cul- $ 

No. |reversal.| 9 | a| * Jolalolalolalelalelalelalelalele| & 

900. Inbred Minus Line. 

F, 1086 2 |6]| 6 | 1007 10} 13] 16] 13] 11] 5)... 68 
F, 1175 6 | 6 | 1086 2| 7} 8| 14] 26] 13] 11.. 71 

F, 1288 6] 6 | 1175 11) 4) 13) 14) 8) 5) 1j).. 56 
1289 6 | 6 | 1175 7) 5] 6| 4] 12) 7 4i.. 42 

868. Inbred Minus Line. 

F, 1066 3 |6]5] 935 7| 23] 16| 21] 22) 13) 10).. 112 

F, 1142] . 6 | 6 | 1066 walls 3] 13] 21) 12] 8] 13] 4I.. 74 
1143 | . 6 | 6 | 1066 sale 2} 9] 8] 9} 8 6] 8. 50 
1157 |. 6 | 6 | 1066 1). 1) 10| 17} 20] 21] 19] 19].. 101 

Speck Minus Line 

F, 1627 2 6 | 6 | 1507 ..| 60] 48] 25] 12] 9) 7]... [161 
F, 1783 6 | 6 | 1627 1) 8] 11; 2| 10) 4] 4J.. 40 

4 1843 6 | 6 | 1627 ..{...| 3] 16] 17) 9] 4/...] 2/.. 51 

F, 1893 .. | 6] 6 | 1783 1)... 1} 4] 10) 3] 1). 1).. 21 

Cultures in brackets are first and second broods from same pair. 



66 Tasie 36.—REVERSED SELECTION, Pius To Minus. 

864. Inbred Line. 

Genera- | Inbred |__Parentss | 1 | 5 | 5 4 5 a 172 
tion and| gens. Grade. 4 
culture | before Cul- s 

No. |reversal.| 9 | | ture. |o/7/9/F]1 9] P19} aH] 21H) 9/A/9/R} 9/0] & 

Fu 1940 10 4|5 | 1763 |}. 1) 6) 2) 6 4; 10) 3] 1J..]..]..] 33 

Fiz 2089 4] 5 | 1940 |. a 3) 10) 5) L..Jsct.| 26 
2125 4/3 | 1940 |}. 1 1} 3) 3) 6 4 4) 7|..J..]..]..] 29 

Fis 2269 4 | 4 | 2125 |. 2 12) §5| 22) 18) 2) 1..).«) 62 

1002. Inbred Line 

F, 1522 4 4] 2 | 1375 }..]..]..)..]...]...] 5} 4) 8] 13} 9) 22) 1). 62 

F, 1686 4] 4 | 1522 |..|..}..}..]...] 2] 10] 13) 5) 5) 4] 7... 46 

F, 1816 atin 4/4] 1686 |..]..}..) lj...] 7} 29) 17] 5) 4) 4) 1).. 68 

F, 1958 sooo 4]3 ) 1816 ]..]..J..]..]...]...] 7] 4) 4! 4) 1) 2) 1 .| 238 

F, 1908! 6 A) Be 784 leslestes| Bacsleasl 2) Bln Zt) 2 Blas 12 

1997} 6 4) 3] 1734 ]..}..J..] 1} 1] 4) 5) 3) 3) 8) 5) 7... 37 

1909 6 4/3 | 1734 |..|..]..}..]...] 5] 17] 18; 13} 10] 7] 6).. 76 

New 
F, 2571 16+ | 5] 5 | 2517 ]..)..]..}..]...]...]...] 1} 1) 4} 19} 22) 2)..]..)..) 49 

F, 2637 hy ant 6) S| 2571 Jochelecdecdiwefeceees[ewedenetoes| Al Slealssfaal. ol 18 

New 
F, 2583 16+ | 5 | 4 | 2547 ]..]..]..}..]...]...] 38) 2) 6} 7] 30) 24) 1)..]..]..}) 73 

2629 16+ | 3 | 5 | 2547 ]..)..]..}..]...]...]...]...] 1] 6) 11] 8}..]..]..]..] 26 

1Two broods from the same parents. 

TaBLE 37.—Tzsts ror Mopiryine Factors.! 
900. Inbred Minus Line. 

Genera- Parents , a ee ee ae 5 eii2 tion and . Offspring a 
culture characters. $ 

No. _ |Soma. | Stock. | Culture. QAM PIA PIF/ PIP) P| A} P| AIPA] & 

737_{ 4 900 1566 | wesscasa ened yfeefeefeefeef.-] 2] 12] 11} 7] 6) 5) 12] 1/..] 56 

Sp Sp Seme- b- deteseeunteelaolislesheldeeeloscton SRGes load aes Bo heels teers 
1937 { Sp Sp shat wee DS ayrandie 1} 1) 8 10) 6 5] 4).. 35 

4 [...... 1737 SSD ea 4 eceunnetalens 1] 4/10) 3] 3] 4 1)..]..] 26 

1970 Sp Sp brie ls seavalerieusd 5} 20) 6] 5) 4) 1j.. 41 
6 specs 1737 SPive'-niaawetes a) 9) SB) Bl Bt Uewelas 26 

864. Inbred Plus Line. 

Sp Sp ook | eeeeescknsed eiewbial pobeols lve badvalees ae elna els apbae ates hes 
1221 { Gl ee APTS: Wee core weed wfeefecfecfe.f af a} 2) al aa} as} tol...) 46 
2023 { Sp Sp ae ie Steady wf. .f.-[..]..] 4] 8) 1) 7] 6) 6) 8h... 35 

6 te det 1921 SDiscecceneuce hos -.{..[ 6) 14, I) 2) Jo Qy.. 26 

2024 { Sp Sp dus oe Crave tee .efe.f..{.-| 1..] 4) 6) 7) 3f 6) OS}.. 32 
6 eee 1921 Spee neareiews ea locales] so) at abl ARN) DN a oD De 23 

2065 { Sp Sp bids aie omewad silealeslexlactlexieast <2[° aL) Si 96]) oS) sc 15 
6 dene 1921 Spisacns neces eleolwelsalsaltcl: 2p A 2). “De svefecmelles 6 

2175 { Sp Sp er fee Sekaaee wofalliced ocd eoheads sal) 2) Ab AATF: 18s 45 
5 Neel ole 2023 Speakers tien at aeagl eute [taver fae 12} 7} 8...] 2) 3}.. 32 

zoo { 6 ee 1921 ees Syne Oael 9) 5...) 8 6G) 2.. 30 

Sp Sp pare BOuicia peewen pebastsiel Dyck 2B aE OB Bh Bh calles. 16 
2143 { 6 awe ¢ 1921 Not-sp....... velevlaciexteck BB Dl 2) Gl 2 Bb Bin. 20 

Sp Sp emai Spe ee opaeecee ralsalecles|eates| BP 6] 2) Sb Bledsies 18 
Not-sp not-ro .|..|..]../../..]..] 4) 2] 1) 4) 2! 3j.. 16 

2045 6 aes 2065 Not-spro....}..]..}..{..]..]..| 5] 2] 2) 38! 5) 2)... 19 
Spro} 1331 | 2127 |)Spnot-ro....|..}..]..]..}..}..] 4] 4)...] 2]... 3).. 13 

Spro........ sefeafeabecd eel Lf OF 3] 7] 4) 2B Tf. 27 

1JIn tables 37 and 38 the upper row in the parent columns refers to the mother of the culture in 
question; the lower row to the father. 

22091 and 2143 are two broods from the same parents. 



AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF SELECTION. 

TaBLe 38.—Tests ror Mopiryine Facrors. 

864. Inbred Plus Line. 

Genera- . 2 
tion. and Parents. pains 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 

culture ora. ay g 

No. Soma.| Stock. | Culture. WMPIAVA P| Fi el el elalela 

Sp) Sp 4) ascs aw cece ..[..f..] 1}..f 2 af 4) 6} 9} aol al... 
1946 { @ | Bea) ted | cs oscass lcalialtaladiWaliaealsasPewalocalacelved|ea 
a { 6 |.... | 1946 aap 3] 13) 13 6| 7] 2] 1).. 

Sp | Sp | .... |\Sp..... 1} 1} 2] 15} 141 2) af a} af.. 
2032 { Sp Sp ae lies weefee-] 4] 1P 9} 8).. 

5 oe 1946 |\Sp..... 2} 7] 1} 2l a] al... 
Sp io cesiees Not-sp cea] 2] 2) IT} Sf 8h... 

aus { 2 |.... | 1946 ne saa allaleulnaliiclselasclece 2} 1} af.. 
pane { 41 | 1331] 1955 | ....... .| 7| 28] 16] 10] 15] 6} 2i.. 

e | 864] 1887 | .......]..)..]../.. Jl alee] Ge cl icaslenedl acess lon 
ane { 5 | .... | 2086 {NOW aD-| «dos [entraf |e 4, 5] 3] 4] ai...|.. 

Sp se | 1331 | 2088 |\Sp..... wfefefeeff. faz} 9) af af ap ah. 
oT { 5 | .... | 2086 (ety .f..f..f..[..) a} 3} 9} ost el...) al. 

Sp se | 1331 2127 |\Sp..... 1} 21) 7} 3) VY 2Q...}.. 
0372 { 4 wees | 2246 (aa ..| 11) 11) 7] 5) 38] 8h... 

Sp se | 1331 | 2233 |\Sp..... ..| 7] 7...) 2f ap ah. 
2374 { 4 eee 2246 tae sol LAL, 7) TD). Alssalsaelas 

Sp se} 1331 2233 Sp..... velealet|oalec| 2] Si 6fcal Ble decceles 
eate {| 8 4|.... | 2246 | Sp..... wfe.feefe-}e-] a} 2l 3] 2) ef a) al... 

Sp se | 1331 2233 | ....... tel diallers | ‘scien [te face Gil est osiall cece. eller have 
sary {8p 4|.... | 2246 | Sp..... wfe.fe.] a}..]..} 19} 14) 2) 7} 2} ate. 

Sp se| 1331 | 2233 | ....... se Penal | Sebel alates oe exes tere sea | eal 

Crossbred Plus Line. 

i TN ae) ee en were Fee et a a uy 
iS} Sp aesane Not-sp dadls 3] 5) 5} 383i... 

2078 { a occ. | 1048 (5 aes ae i) Bt tes 
. Sp Sp. a) eins ges seals 5] 7] 5) 13] 5).. 

aay { 4 |.... | 1948 |\Sp..... | 1} to} 5} 5} 3] 2} af. 

Crossbred Minus Line. 

s s cite, teen ..{ a} 2) a} 3} 3h. 
2201 { ie ae ie eee a JO | oer ne |p is 

5 ere 2201 Se 1] 2]...] 11) 2] 5! 6f.. 
2382 tl 6 1331 | 2182 |\Sp..... 3] 2 2) al al...|.. 

BV 3 — | BOWE |e rcccectoefecfec|esleafes 1] 5] 4] 7} 2} 4).. 
2131 { Sp Sp wimgty ace asgigh Panel ess] suell lens, [terqe hace te aie face 4 augul see ea al oe te 

Sp Sp ste Not-sp Q|...| 9} 3) 5) 4)... 
2259 { 4 Vcc | BIST Bae. 2, 6| 3| 7 2| 4l.. 

5 | .... | 2259 |fNot-sp 9} 5] 4) 4...) ap. 
2378 { Sp | Sp | .... |\Sp..... 9} 2} 3l 7] al...f.. 

Sp5|.... | 2259 {Natro, 2| 12] 8| 3] 3] 2] 4).. 
2394 ene 1331 | 2233 |\Ro....|..|..|..|..[..| 2} 13] 7]... 4[...] 3h. 

5 |.... | 2259 |fNotesp.|..]../..J..]..]..] 6) 3) 2] 2h. 1)... 
2395 ‘| aore 1331 | 2233 Nee oad il a1} aij...| al... a. 

5 Spee 2259 eee 4) 5} 3] 3). 3}. . 
2396 {| gpvo 1331 | 2233 |\Sp..... 5] 10| 1) 3|...| 1).. 

5 Site 2259 ite: 2) 12) 4) 1 ae 1]... 
2397 ‘hepa 1331 | 2233 |\Sp..... 1 13] 10) 3}. 1}. 

1gp se ro. *To. 3 Includes one O male, 



68 Tas_e 38.—Tests ror Mopiryina Factors—Continued. 

1002. Inbred Plus Line. 

feo Parents. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

culture Offspring = {___|_|___ res 

No. |Soma.|Stock.|Culture.| b9P8ters. [ol slolalolalelalelalelalelalela 

6 | 1002 1028. F suusne rere eefee{ee[ee[.-[.-] 14) 7] 10) 7] 21 10)..]..1. 
a038 lhe 1991 | 19000 ||| vccpcanaaas wallacioel callealess tice dace cinelennl ere ioeaiorl wale 
2153 haa 1331 | 2009 Agee newer w.{ee}eefeef.-| 1] 1) 4) 6) 10) 4] 7]..]..]. 

6 ere 2025 SPimgaiiaances sefeedec[eofeefe-| 9) 8) OF 8) 5) L..]..]. 
2150 { 5 seers 2025 Not-sp....... salsaleceleclas|est| EP 6] 22) 8) 2 Qe aleale 

Sp 1331 1978 Ori catieess colece|acedieafes| Af 12) 18)ceu) DT) cocdece ts dial. 
Not-sp not-ro.}..]..}..]..]..].-| 7] 81 6) 5) 2) 3}. .]..]. 

2333 { 5 eweaee 2153 Not-sp ro....|..}..{..]../..].-] 8] 5) 2) 2) 2) 1..]..]. 
Sp ro | 1331 2182 Sp not-ro..... celecles eaten) St “Gl SG) 2) 2 Bivalaaly 

So TO's esireses sail eval .eail sales: 24): OL BP Bho 2p lls 
2433 { 6 1002 ZAln | esxskeeundaes cefeedeede ee ef.-] 2] 3) 12] 11) 22) 25) 1]. .). 

2spro| 1331 244 | ssc eecsoa sas sidwallea| eal éalaaleaxleewleve ly edieas ly eal wales, 
2471 har 1331 | 2431 |fNot-sp....... wefeefee[e-]e-[.-[ 3) GF OF 7)...7 By. P. Ly. 

6 eaes 2433 PO hs 1a5Se ees wefeefee] 2]..] 21 8} 10) 2) Lot... dt 
2481 { 5 eee 2433 ae Satecking .-{ 1..] 3)..) 4) 41 6) 8) 6 5) Q)..)..1..]..)140 

Sp Sp Pees SDicecicawmans wefeefee]e.].-] 2) 41 41 3) 6) 10) 4). .]..1. 
2488 { 6 Kas 2433 ieee serenEe . | U..] U..] 4) 12) 3] 2) 7] 14) By... ye. 

Spro | 1331 2432 Sphscaews aaa oe] Ales! Thos] 2) 20) 8) 8) 4) 2p Vuslisleots [188 
2516 { 5 abs 2471 Not-sp....... wefeefee]ee{-].-] 16] 18] 3) 12] 2] 1)..]..]. 

Sp ro | 1331 2432 SDses. sara, palesleeteatcal 2] ESD GS] a) SP Vesa alect. 
2436 aah 1331 S414 |. pence acwecede wofeefee[.-].-] 2] 15] 10} 11] 14) 4) 4) 2). .). 

6 1002 QAI | aneewavenndes heh eeladdvade sbeee lage le xed leneledlan taste 
Sp Sp mies Not-sp......- velcanheas| SO BO) Ql... 

2480 3 |.... | 2436 Be Pee ARGON oleate d Ulatealase lage (tscal- Chowubeslialt 
4 ree 2436 Not-sp....... gileeleotaslewiaatad= | 2p A By BD Glau beeds 

aver { Sp | Bot wees (3 seadesbanaes vilbalealaatoeleal flvech SP <1 BL Tyccleal 
asist { 4 | .... | 2436 Pee aoe ele vafeedeefeefeefee]| 1p 2) 4) 4) 9) 15). 0]. 01. 

Sp Sp see SDissivasaves: 03 wofee[ee[ee].-].-[ 3] 4! 2) 1) 18) 14)..]..]. 
5 Epes 2436 Not-sp......- i e'[bassells se) sis) ssf ae faced eiecalicets [aot S221 a, 

2476 { Sp Sp er ie aactiandasaains saficeles| waferdealecce|| Des], Ap Ol -2pacheslll. 
2519 { 5 apsiyiacs 2436 Not-sp....... calor lealoefestect 2 2 Sh Bl 45) Jal. adahy 

Sp Sp oun Spisiaccavaes R walls 3} 1...) 6| 10) 8l..]..]. 
Sp Sp setidus: 5 ||| serrarhanns western calasleed Tne] Ucss} Bh) 2) 18) 10.0452, 

2607 { 6 | 1002) 2546 | occ caseseeus soles hetlice (e leOalegs | Adelson citacale tes ly 
2669 { Sp Sp ee Not-sp....... wafeefe.[e-[.-[.-[---[..-] 2] 2) 18) 16) 1]..). 

5 pene 2607 SPisiaveivass eefeedee[eefeefe-[ 2] 2] 4) 4) 9} 8)... .1. 
2698 { Sp Sp wate ee wenaeeds valacfooe|oslscleefess| —Tbeec|ese] TBP T7 C1. 2). 

6 ee 2607 SD e aaceeek Se dalscellesleslesfecsassbecc| 2) SP TS T2h sacle 
2699 { Sp Sp Seed Pia eee eefeee] 1} 2) 8} 12). .] 1. 

6 ee) 2607 Pica an ae bees eelxectaan| 4) BAD FP) ctouts 

9711 { Sp Sp ere Not-sp....... sabe alee] eoleslevsfecaigae! LPLOl IS] Wes 
6 ask 2607 Pihen suede epee paths sa) eccl outer Lhwedasés]) Sl 12) Ol iealesilic 

2682 { 6 aaay 2607 Not-sp....... valsaleateslsatesbosel, 8] 8] FLOP 12h sales 
Sp Sp ase SDesy 5 vaxgsek svleslscfecdlisafes| 2b 8) 2b 6) 7b CA Teale 

Not-sp not-ro. 1; 1) 6 6 1) 4) 2} 2)..)..]. 

2665 { 5 Aer 2607 |) Not-sp ro.. 1; 2} 6} 3] 7| 5} 3] 2)..)..). 
Sp ro | 1331 2596 |\Sp not-ro..... 1 4 6) 6...) 2)...]...)..f. 01. 

Sp ro........ Hd 3) 2) 7) Sl SB Ba checl, 
97892 le 5 | .... | 2669 |fSp not-ro..... 1} 1) 6} 5} 38] 2} 8)..]..]. 

Spro | 1331 2663 + |\Sp ro........ 8} 5) 5) 11) 14] 6]..]..). 
2803? { Sp 5].... | 2711 ier not-ro..... 2) 1) ay 4 4) Qj..]..}. 

Sp ro | 1331 2663 SD: FO scien s exeleve] UL 4] 8) 2] Leal. 

Sp Sp wave, ||| 24% 4aehemee + soledllcalsa| aafeelsiotsash “L 2)- 6b Bloaleal. 
2633. { @ 19002 1 25700 | acsawneeass ssl lice (culieet cal plier ce lovee teeedlactl nal 
2690 ie ro | 1331 | 2601 Pt Scesnaaaneg eee} 2 1) 10) 4)... .f. 

5 eR 2633 SDiavnanwavces 1) 2| Al Gl..s|..]..1. 
Sp Sp ates Not-sp....... paltivlledlaabasles(ices| Sel cefeaa “OP Sl eel ah 

aos { 6 ot aen | SESR NW Strweercuacn es aleslasbicleclecloccl all (Slovall “Gl: Blgclale 
Not-sp not-ro.|..}..]..| 1j..J..]..-] 5) Uo 1) 6) 4}. .4..]. 

2811 { 5 weee | 2704 |)Not-sp ro....|..]..]..]..]..]..] 5] 2) 6] 10) 4) 7/..] 1). 
Spro | 1331} 2663 |)Sp not-ro..... wefeefee[e-[e-].-] 3) 1) 21 3) SB) Ay. .y..t. 

Sp ro........ wafeedee[eefeef.-] 2) 2] 1) 8} 1] 10).. 

12475 and 2518 are two broods from same parents. 22789 and 2803 had the same male parent. 










